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About the Report
The 2011 Corporate Responsibility and Sustainable Development Report (for 1/1/2011-31/12/2011) is CORINTH
PIPEWORKS' fourth consecutive publication. The Company publishes a Corporate Responsibility and Sustainable
Development Report annually. CORINTH PIPEWORKS' Corporate Responsibility and Sustainable Development
reports are available on the Company's website, www.cpw.gr (Corporate Responsibility/Corporate Responsibility
and Sustainability section).

Scope and Boundary
The goal of this report is to depict the impacts of CORINTH PIPEWORKS' business activities on the Economy, the
Environment, Employee Health and Safety and on Society, and to inform institutional investors, employees,
customers and other stakeholders, as well as any other party interested in the Company or in matters related to
Corporate Responsibility and Sustainable Development.
This Report addresses CORINTH PIPEWORKS' activities in relation to its plants in Greece. It does not include
information on its subsidiaries, joint ventures, suppliers or any other third party related to the Company. In addition,
there are no major changes as regards size, structure or ownership which may influence the content of the report.
Where there are changes, these are mentioned under individual sections. In defining the topic areas included in
the report, both Company stakeholder expectations and the principles of the Global Reporting Initiative were taken
into consideration:
•
•
•
•

Principle of Stakeholder Inclusiveness
Principle of Materiality
Principle of Sustainability Context
Principle of Completeness

The importance of the topics, as assessed by the Company, is reflected in the individual sections of the Report as
well as in the GRI table for each indicator separately.
The Report addresses the full range of topics pertaining to the Economic, Environmental and Social impacts of the
Company, without any specific restriction on the Report's scope or boundary. As the Report does not include data
pertaining to CORINTH PIPEWORKS' subsidiaries, possible acquisitions, sales, joint ventures or other activities, the
ability to compare data from year to year should not be aﬀected.
Within the framework of this Report, there have been no significant changes to scope, boundary or methods
of assessment. Any changes to information are noted, and the reasons for these changes are made clear at
each point.

Methodology
CORINTH PIPEWORKS’ Corporate Responsibility and Sustainable Development Report for 2011 was prepared in
accordance with the latest guidelines for CSR / Sustainability Reports issued by the international organisation,
Global Reporting Initiative (GRI-G3.1 edition).
A special Corporate Responsibility team of managers from all divisions and departments involved was formed to
prepare the Report. The team’s main task is to collect all required data pertaining to the various areas of Corporate
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Responsibility at CORINTH PIPEWORKS. Data and information presented in this Report have been collected on the
basis of the Company's existing record-keeping procedures, as well as databases maintained as part of various
systems. In certain areas where processed data are presented, reference is made to the manner or method of
calculation, while, at the same time, all relevant GRI-G3.1 edition guidelines are followed.

The 2011 Corporate Responsibility and Sustainable Development Report was prepared under
the expert guidance (data collection, data assessment, drafting and editing of the report) of
Sustainable Development Ltd. consultants.
www.sdev.gr

External Verification
As part of its eﬀort to increase its engagement with stakeholders, CORINTH PIPEWORKS sought external verification
of the application level of GRI G3.1 guidelines. The statement regarding the Report's application level of G3.1
indicators is presented on page 87 and the statement by the independent verification body is on page 89. The
Company intends to use the comments made during the external verification process to improve the quality of its
subsequent Reports.

Contact
CORINTH PIPEWORKS values the opinion of its stakeholders and thus welcomes all questions, clarifications or
suggestions for improvement.

CORINTH PIPEWORKS S.A.
Sofia Mylothridou
Corporate Responsibility Manager
33 Amaroussiou-Halandriou Str., 15125 Maroussi, Athens, Greece
Tel.: +30 2106787534, +30 6974402082
E-mail: info@cpw.vionet.gr
Website: www.cpw.gr

In case of any discrepancy, the Greek text shall prevail.
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Message from the Chairman of the Board of Directors

The year 2011 was a difficult one for both the global and the Greek economies. Despite these difficult
circumstances, CORINTH PIPEWORKS managed to maintain its positive course while taking advantage of
the opportunities that presented themselves in this climate.
A major achievement for CORINTH PIPEWORKS this past year was the completion of the first batch of 26"
longitudinal seam ERW/HFI-welded pipes, placing the company in a leading position globally. In addition,
in 2011 our Company was included on the list of the "Healthiest Businesses in the Crisis" (Diamonds 2011,
STAT BANK Business Guide), reaffirming our positive course and making us particularly proud, while also
strengthening our commitment to strive for an even better performance. We have set high goals and each
achievement is a springboard for further improvement and growth.
In the area of Occupational Health and Safety, where we implement a certified Management System in
accordance with the international standard OHSAS 18001, significant investments exceeding euro
270,000 were made that were not included in the annual management plan. Similarly, in the area of
Environment, where an Environmental Management System certified to the ISO standard 14001:2004 is
in place, we have implemented programmes with targeted actions aimed at reducing the Company's
environmental footprint. With ongoing improvement in this area in mind, investments made in 2011
exceeded euro 300,000.
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Our enduring goal is to honour our commitments to all of our stakeholders despite the challenges we
face and to remain faithful to the values that ensure our future in Sustainable Development. Our efforts
are focused on the areas which are most important to us and which define our strategic priorities:
• Health and Safety for our employees;
• High quality products and customer service;
• Environmental conservation;
• Economic development and sound corporate governance;
• Cooperation with and support for the local communities in which we operate.
It is our conviction that, in order to achieve Sustainable Development for the Company and enhance
our social contribution, it is essential that we establish strong ties and two-way communication with
all of our stakeholders (shareholders, customers, employees, suppliers, society and organisations).
Within this framework, in 2011 we engaged in open dialogue with our local communities, we noted
the needs of the residents and local bodies and we are already planning our subsequent actions in
order to respond meaningfully.
For the fourth consecutive year, our Company is publishing the results of its performance on issues related
to Corporate Responsibility in this Corporate Responsibility and Sustainable Development Report to
ensure that all our stakeholders are informed. This publication describes our efforts toward Sustainable
Development, as we understand it in terms of our industry, and presents a broad range of performance
indicators, including those prescribed by the Global Reporting Initiative's G3.1 standard. We have set
medium- and long-term goals for each area of Corporate Responsibility, we evaluate our progress and
we redefine each goal on an annual basis.
There is no doubt that 2012 will be another difficult year for all of us. But we believe that with
responsibility, proper planning and determination, we will be able to respond to challenges on both a
corporate and national level and be prepared to recognise any opportunities that may arise.

Konstantinos Bakouris
Chairman of the Board of Directors
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1. Company Proﬁle

CPW AMERICA CO

CORINTH PIPEWORKS around the WORLD!
It is one of the largest producers of steel pipes used in energy projects and
speciﬁcally to transport liquid and gas fuels.
It owns a state-of-the-art plant with an annual production capacity of
775,000 tons (note: all tons (t) in this report are metric/1,000 kg).
It is a key supplier for the construction sector, providing hollow sections in
large dimensions.
It is known for its high-level know-how in manufacturing steel pipes for
the oil and gas industry.
It is an approved supplier of the largest oil and gas companies.
It continuously invests in the quality and production of technologically
advanced products, providing integrated solutions.
It maintains an extensive sales network with representatives all over the
world.

ALGE
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TMK - CPW
WARSAW
TUBULARS
TRADING

CORINTH PIPEWORKS
HEADQUARTERS

ERIA

CORINTH PIPEWORKS exports highquality products and services to 40
countries worldwide.

15 EXCLUSIVE REPRESENTATIVES
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1. Company Proﬁle

Production and Port Facilities

Port Facilities:
Berth "A":
Depth: 11.10 m, Length: 205 m
Berth "B":
Depth: 6.30 m, Length: 155 m
Berth "C":
Depth: 9.50 m, Length: 90 m

2,000,000 m2/year
Dimensions: 8 5/8"-56"
ERW/HFI Mill:
Production capacity:
400,000 tons/year
Steel grade up to: Χ80
Dimensions:
Hollow Sections:
180x180 – 500x500
Line Pipes: 8 5/8"-26"
Wall thickness: 4.78-25.4 mm
Manufacturer: SMS MEER (Germany)

Helical SAW Mill:
Production capacity:
375,000 tons/year
Steel grade up to: Χ80
Dimensions: 24"-100"
Wall thickness: 6-25.4 mm
Manufacturer: MEG/SMS MEER (Germany) External Coating Mill:
Production capacity:
Internal Lining Mill:
6,300,000 m2/year
Production capacity:
Dimensions: 8 5/8"-100"

Since 2004, the Thisvi Industrial Area port facilities have been operating in conformance with the International Ship
and Port Facility Security Code (ISPS Code). The International Maritime Organisation code for the facility is GRITA 0001.
CORINTH PIPEWORKS is active in the international Oil, Gas and Water transportation market, as well as in the
Construction sector. Since it was founded, the Company has followed a steady growth rate, making investments in
quality, research and new technologies. Currently, the Company’s production plant is located in the Thisvi Industrial
Area, Prefecture of Viotia, and has a total annual production capacity of 775,000 tons.
Subsidiary Companies

(Greece)
DIA.VI.PE.THI.V. S.A. (21.75%)
(Greece)

WARSAW TUBULAR
TRADING SP.ZO.O. (100%)

HUMBEL Ltd. (100%)

(Poland)

(Cyprus)

CPW America Co (100%)

ZAO TMK -CPW (49%)

(USA)

(Russia)

More information on CORINTH PIPEWORKS' subsidiaries is included in the 2011 Annual Report, section 4.
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1.1 Products and Major Projects
CORINTH PIPEWORKS oﬀers its global customers high-specification, integrated solutions based on a broad
range of innovative products and services with a focus on quality and safety. The primary objective of CORINTH
PIPEWORKS is to oﬀer solutions through a well-organised and eﬀective project management system in order
to maximise the value to its customers.

Main Product Groups
• Steel pipes for oil and
gas transport, oﬀshore and onshore
• Casing pipes for extracting oil and natural gas
/ Conductors, Casing
• Steel pipes for water transportation
• Hollow sections.

Main Trade Markets
• Europe
• North Africa
• Middle East and Persian Gulf
• North and South America

The quality of products manufactured by CORINTH PIPEWORKS and its experience in major international energy
and construction projects have distinguished the Company as one of the leading industries in this sector
worldwide. With production plants in Greece and Russia, and oﬃces in the USA, Cyprus, Poland and Algeria,
CORINTH PIPEWORKS exports high quality products and services to 40 countries worldwide.
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1. Company Proﬁle

CORINTH PIPEWORKS MAJOR PROJECTS
Country
Project
Project summary
objective – application
USA

Natural Gas

USA

Natural Gas

TUNISIA

Natural Gas

TUNISIA
ALGERIA

Natural Gas
Natural Gas

The Perryville Gas Storage project involves the installation of a gas
transport pipeline near Delhi, in northeast Louisiana, connecting
directly to the GEGT Perryville hub, from where it can connect to
other pipelines.
The Pascagoula project connects the liquefied natural gas (LNG) station
with a natural gas network in Mobile Gulf Coast. The project also includes
a new monitoring station near Pascagoula and a related modification of
Transco & FGT's existing compressor station in Mobile.
The gas pipeline comes from the industrial city of Gabes and connects
to the natural gas network for local industries. It continues southeast to
the city of Zarzis and ends on the island of Jerba.
Provision of natural gas to the Gafsa mining area.
The EL MERK pipeline is separated into phases, in some of which the
Company was involved:
EL MERK, Phase 2: start of gas and oil production in El Merk region in
southeast Algeria.

1.2 Milestones
To date, CORINTH PIPEWORKS has undertaken important actions with regard to Corporate Responsibility and
Sustainable Development. The key milestones in the Company’s Corporate Responsibility are as follows:

CORINTH PIPEWORKS is
founded and the
production plant of largediameter, helical seam
submerged arc welded
(SAWH) steel pipes begins
operating in Corinth.

CORINTH PIPEWORKS
certified according to the
API Q1 standard of the
American Petroleum
Institute (API).

Health and Safety Management
System certified according to
the OHSAS 18001 international
standard and the
Environmental Management
System certified according to
the ISO 14001 standard.

1969

1988

2000

1977
The construction of
the ERW facility in
Corinth is completed
and production
begins.

1993
Company’s Quality
Management
System is certified in
accordance with the
ISO 9002 standard.

2001-2002
Thisvi plant begins
operations.
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EGYPT

Natural Gas

CROATIA

Natural Gas

BULGARIA

Natural Gas

AZERBAIJAN

Natural Gas

SAUDI
ARABIA
YEMEN

Casing pipes

2003

Oil

EL MERK, Phase 3: distribution of compressed natural gas from extraction
sites and transmission to collection stations.
EL MERK, Phase 4: pipelines connecting natural gas distribution networks
with gas and water extraction sites.
The Edco Maadia project involves the construction of a natural gas
pipeline in the city of Alexandria and an electrical power plant in Abu Qir.
CORINTH PIPEWORKS manufactured pipes for Plinacro Gas Co., which
used them to construct a gas transport pipeline from Gospic to Benkovac,
as part III of the Llika and Dalmatia network.
Company pipes were used to construct an offshore pipeline to
transport natural gas from the extraction site in Kaliakra to the gas
storage facility in Galata.
This project involves the production of pipes for the Republic of
Azerbaijan's state-owned company to be used in an oﬀshore pipeline to
transport oil from the drilling platform in Chirag to the terminal station
in Sangachal, on the coast of the Caspian Sea.
SAUDI ARAMCO procured casing pipes for oil and gas drilling.
CORINTH PIPEWORKS produced pipes for OMV, which used them to construct
an oil pipeline between point S2 in Al Uqlah and point 18 in Safez CPU.

CORINTH PIPEWORKS and TMK
agree to establish a joint
venture to produce mediumdiameter pipes in Russia.

Publication of first Corporate
Responsibility and Sustainable
Development Report, according
to GRI-G3 guidelines. Upgrading
of the ERW/HFI line to produce
steel pipes with an outside
diameter of 26'' (a world first).

The 2010 Corporate
Responsibility and Sustainable
Development Report receives a
High Performance
commendation from the
University of the Aegean.

2006

2009

2011

CORINTH PIPEWORKS'
Quality Management
System certified in
accordance with the ISO
9001 standard.

2008

Completion of investment in
large-diameter SAWH steel
pipes production plant in
Thisvi, increasing capacity to
375,000 tons annually.

2010

The 2009 Corporate
Responsibility and
Sustainable Development
Report receives a High
Performance commendation
from the University of the
Aegean.
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1.3 Awards, Evaluations and Distinctions
Commendation for 2010 Corporate Responsibility Report
For the second consecutive year, CORINTH PIPEWORKS earned praise from the
University of the Aegean for its performance on the 2010 Corporate
Responsibility and Sustainable Development Report during a special ceremony
held as part of the 2011 CSR Reporting Forum in November 2011.
Such recognition of its performance on the 2010 Corporate Responsibility and
Sustainable Development Report as regards the successful application of the
international CSR standard of reference – the Global Reporting Initiative's G3 –
is particularly important to CORINTH PIPEWORKS. It acknowledges the
Company's eﬀorts to continuously improve its performance in the Corporate
Responsibility areas and its commitment to act as a responsible business while making ongoing investments
in modern business practices with Sustainable Development as its ultimate goal.
The Centre for Environmental Policy and Strategic Environmental Management of the Department of
Environment at the University of the Aegean reviews all Greek Corporate Responsibility reports which are
prepared according to the guidelines of the international organisation, Global Reporting Initiative (GRI-G3
Edition). The Centre announces the results of its evaluation annually.
"Diamonds 2011" Business Distinction
As part of publishing its annual business guide titled "Diamonds 2011", STAT BANK rated the performance of
the 3,500 largest companies in Greece (based on turnover) according to 10 financial indicators. On the basis of
this evaluation, CORINTH PIPEWORKS was included on STAT BANK's "Diamonds" list and received an award at
an event titled "Healthiest Businesses in the Crisis," held on 28 June 2011.
Award for 2009 Corporate Responsibility and Sustainable Development Report
The QualityNet Foundation presented CORINTH PIPEWORKS with an award
for its 2009 Corporate Responsibility and Sustainable Development Report in
the category "Stakeholder Inclusiveness" as part of the BRAVO 2011
programme. The award earned by the Company's second Corporate
Responsibility and Sustainable Development Report is indicative of its eﬀorts
for ongoing improvement and its commitment to operating as a responsible
business.
The award was presented at an event titled "Open Dialogue on Sustainable
Development", which was held on 7 July 2011 and marked the conclusion of
the QualityNet Foundation's second annual BRAVO process.
Taking part in BRAVO were 32 company reports that met the initiative's criteria and were evaluated on the
basis of international criteria by a large number of participants from six diﬀerent groups.
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1.4 Participation in Networks
CORINTH PIPEWORKS is an active member in a number of organisations, unions and associations aiming
at constructive cooperation on issues of sectoral or broader business interest and the promotion of
Corporate Responsibility.
Organisation

Description and Scope of Organisation

Participation

Hellenic Network for
Corporate Social
Responsibility

The Hellenic Network for Corporate Social Responsibility is the national
representative of the European Network for Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR
Europe). CSR Hellas aims to promote the concepts of Sustainable Development,
Corporate Responsibility and Social Cohesion in Greece.

Main member
(since 2009)

Athens Chamber of
Commerce & Industry
(ACCI)

ACCI was founded in 1914. One of its central goals is to promote the principles of
Corporate Social Responsibility and to support environmentally responsible
business activities.

Member

Hellenic Federation of
Enterprises (SEV)

CORINTH PIPEWORKS has adopted the SEV Council's Code of Conduct for
Sustainable Development.

Member

Federation of Sterea
Ellada Industries (SBSE)

SVSE's role focuses on highlighting industrial needs and securing the conditions
for achieving Sustainable Development in a responsible manner. SBSE aims at
supporting its members by promoting business entrepreneurship,
competitiveness, Sustainable Development and the environmental protection of
Sterea Ellada (i.e. continental Greece).

Member
(since 2009)

American Petroleum
Institute (API)

Institute members are dedicated to making continuous eﬀorts to improve the
compatibility of their operations with the environment while economically
developing energy resources and providing high quality products and services to
consumers. API represents oil and natural gas companies. Its membership exceeds
400 companies.

Member

International Pipeline
and Oﬀshore
Contractors Association
(IPLOCA)

IPLOCA’s mission is to provide value to members through a forum for
sharing ideas, engaging the industry and its stakeholders, facilitating
business opportunities and promoting the highest standards in the
pipeline industry. IPLOCA has members in more than 40 countries and
represents about 225 key players in the onshore and offshore pipeline
construction industry worldwide.

Member

European Steel Tube
Association (ESTA)

The European Steel Tube Association's purpose is to monitor the market, issue
statistical reports on production by country, and to inform its members on major
strategic issues impacting the industry, with particular focus on economic,
environmental and social sustainability.

Member

The Welding Institute
(TWI LTD)

TWI provides services related to tube welding technology and settlement of any
potential problems regarding all production stages. The organisation provides
high-quality guidance to its members and assistance on specialised topics and
projects, as well as certifying techniques used in the work environment.

Member

European Pipeline
Research Group (EPRG)

EPRG is a certiﬁed organisation of European natural gas pipeline manufacturers
and companies. It addresses the technical integrity of natural gas pipelines, as
well as pipe construction, operation and maintenance.

Member

National Association of NAPCA represents pipe coating manufacturers, pipe distributors, companies
Pipe Coating Applicators engaged in the manufacture and sale of these materials and their suppliers. The
(NAPCA)
organisation's core values include ethical business standards and the protection
of human life.

Member

Canadian Standards
Association

Member

The Canadian Standards Association is a non-proﬁt organisation aimed at
developing standards that address real needs, such as enhancing public safety
and health, advancing quality of life and helping to preserve the environment.

Logo
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2. Corporate Responsibility at
CORINTH PIPEWORKS
The Company has incorporated Corporate Responsibility into its operations, recognising that the long-term
prosperity of society as a whole can only be achieved through Sustainable Development. Respect and protection
of the environment, attention to the Health and Safety of its employees, meeting customer needs and the
harmonious coexistence with the local communities in which the Company operates are key areas of CORINTH
PIPEWORKS' Corporate Responsibility.
The application of responsible operating practices to daily decisions, procedures and systems in use is the
Company's strategic choice aiming to create value for all stakeholders.
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Areas of Corporate Responsibility at
CORINTH PIPEWORKS

CORPORATE GOVERNANCE
The Company strives to achieve positive
ﬁnancial results, ensure sound
corporate governance and eﬀectively
manage risks.

MARKETPLACE
CORINTH PIPEWORKS oﬀers
innovative and safe solutions in
the steel pipe industry combined
with immediate and eﬃcient
service.

ENVIRONMENT
The Company makes a coordinated
eﬀort to improve management of
natural resources and minimise
environmental impacts.

HEALTH & SAFETY
CORINTH PIPEWORKS makes every
eﬀort to provide a safe and healthy
working environment.

SOCIETY
The Company plans and
implements actions in response to
society's basic needs, with an
emphasis on labour, education,
health and social welfare.
HUMAN RESOURCES
The Company strives to create a
rewarding work environment with
respect for human rights and
diversity, and to provide equal
opportunities for all employees.

Key priorities
The reduction of its environmental footprint, further reducing and maintaining low accident rates, closer engagement
with local communities and increasing its positive impact on the national economy and society as a whole have all been
identiﬁed by the Company as issues of greatest concern, thus making them its top priorities.

2.1 Organisational Structure for Corporate Responsibility
To achieve the best and most eﬀective management of Corporate Responsibility, the Company has formed a
Corporate Responsibility Team which regularly reviews emerging issues and plans actions on an annual basis.
The Corporate Responsibility Team:
• consists of representatives from various Company departments;
• regularly reviews issues that emerge and plans actions;
• reports to CORINTH PIPEWORKS' General Management (which then communicates these issues to the Board
of Directors through quarterly reports).
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2. Corporate Responsibility at CORINTH PIPEWORKS

Corporate Responsibility at CORINTH PIPEWORKS is not restricted to specific areas of operation; it permeates
all of the Company's operations. CORINTH PIPEWORKS implements a unified management system through
which it can conduct integrated management of matters related to responsible operation and decision-making
oriented toward achieving Sustainable Development. CORINTH PIPEWORKS' integrated management system
includes the following three certified systems:
• Quality Management System, according to ISO 9001:2008 standard.
• Environmental Management System, according to ISO 14001:2004 standard.
• Occupational Health and Safety Management System, according to OHSAS 18001:2007 standard.
This structure enables Company management to ensure the best possible knowledge, control and responsible
management of issues related to the financial, environmental and social dimensions of its operation.
Code of Conduct for Sustainable Development
CORINTH PIPEWORKS SA has adopted the Code of Conduct of the
SEV Council for Sustainable Development (http://www.sevbcsd.org.gr/ principles) and in doing so:

1. Respects the principles of Sustainable Development and incorporates them in its decision making
processes.
2. Promotes the adoption of environmentally friendly and scientifically established methods of designing
its activities
3. Focuses on manufacturing products and rendering services with positive environmental impact.
4. Promotes production methods that emphasize on recycling, conservation of natural resources and
proper management of waste products
5. Trains and orientates suitably its workforce and invests in natural, technological and financial resources
aimed at sustainable development
6. Engages in continuous improvement of its performance in the fields of health, safety and environmental
protection
7. Provides accurate information to Authorities and Society about its activities and aims at a sincere
dialogue with all involved stakeholders
8. Contributes to the social, cultural and overall economic development of the communities in which it
is active
9. Adopts modern practices of corporate governance
10. Meets its institutional obligations in a spirit of transparency and business ethics.
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Volunteers cleaning Saranti Beach

Voluntary employee blood drive

Open Dialogue Event: "Getting to know the Thisvi Industrial Area in the Sustainable Development framework"
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2.2 Engagement with Stakeholders
CORINTH PIPEWORKS engages with its major stakeholder groups in a variety of ways. These groups consist of
all natural and legal entities who aﬀect or are aﬀected by its operation either directly or indirectly.
CORINTH PIPEWORKS' activities have significant impacts on Company stakeholders and on the environment.
The most important of these are associated with CORINTH PIPEWORKS' key stakeholder groups (human
resources, shareholders, customers, suppliers, local communities, state and institutional bodies), namely those
groups which aﬀect and are aﬀected by the Company to a greater degree.

Local
Community

Employees

State and
Institutional Bodies

Customers

Suppliers

Shareholders
and Investors

Non-governmental and
Non-profit
Organisations

CORINTH PIPEWORKS engages in dialogue with these stakeholder groups in order to identify key issues and
activities related to each one.
Through engagement with each group, the Company registers major issues and evaluates the opinions and
needs of its stakeholders with the aim of:
• revising procedures and
• formulating an action plan to respond to these needs.
Through the Corporate Responsibility and Sustainable Development Report published annually, the Company
succeeds in coherently presenting these major issues and the manner in which it responds to them. CORINTH
PIPEWORKS' response by area of Corporate Responsibility and by stakeholder group is presented in the
corresponding sections.
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Stakeholder Engagement Framework

STOCKHOLDERS
& INVESTORS
• Invest capital in CORINTH
PIPEWORKS.
• Receive dividends from proﬁts.
• Participate in the decisionmaking process.

STATE &
INSTITUTIONAL
BODIES
• They deﬁne the institutional and
regulatory framework of the Company's
business operation through legislation and
regulations.
• They regulate matters related to business and
taxation.

CUSTOMERS
• Choose CORINTH PIPEWORKS for its
products and services.
• It is an approved supplier of the
largest oil and natural gas
companies.
• Experienced in exeEMPLOYEES
cuting large-scale
•
They
provide
and demanding
their
labour
and
projects.
expertise.
• They are rewarded with
salaries, beneﬁts and opportunities
for career and personal advancement.

NGOs
•They represent civil society.
SUPPLIERS
LOCAL
• They actively participate in shaping public
• They provide their services/products
COMMUNITY
opinion.
to CORINTH PIPEWORKS and
• The Company
• They are the link between society, the
receive remuneration.
supports the local
state and businesses.
• The Company supports
community by
• CORINTH PIPEWORKS works
local suppliers.
selecting human resources
with NGOs to raise awareness
and suppliers from the area.
and promote actions.
• The Company participates in
the Federation of Sterea Ellada
Industries (SBSE).
• The Company participates in activities
held by local administrative bodies.

2.3 Performance Related to 2011 Targets
Each year, the Company sets targets by Corporate Responsibility area. Its performance for the year 2011 is
as follows:
TARGETS 2011 BY AREA
CORPORATE GOVERNANCE

2011 Performance

Implement actions to disseminate
Corporate Responsibility principles
among Company employees.

Held Open Dialogue event with participation of
stakeholders from local community and employees
(see sections 2.3 and 8.1).

Support transparency-related NGO
actions.

Supported Transparency International Greece in staging a
conference on "State and Corruption: How to build high
levels of integrity", which took place 9 May 2011.
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TARGETS 2011 BY AREA
MARKETPLACE

2011 Performance

Inform local suppliers about the
Company’s Corporate Responsibility
issues.

Held Open Dialogue event with participation of
stakeholders from local community and local suppliers (see
sections 2.3 and 8.1).

Maintain high level of services to
prevent the need for customer
complaints being submitted to the
Company.

Only one complaint was registered this past year. The
complaint was about a diﬀerence in the length of outer
surface that was not coated with anti-corrosive at the ends of
a small number of pipes.
Upon receiving the complaint, the Company contacted
the customer, collected the relevant technical data and
investigated the incident to determine what caused the
non-compliance. The investigation did not find that the
delivered pipes were non-compliant. The customer was
informed, attributed the complaint to faulty
interpretation of the specifications and subsequently
withdrew it.

HUMAN RESOURCES
Plan and implement actions that will
bolster internal communication
between Management and Human
Resources.

Held Open Dialogue event with participation of
stakeholders from local community and employees (see
sections 2.3 and 8.1).

HEALTH AND SAFETY
Maintain incident rates at low levels
and further reduce them.

There was a small increase in incident frequency and severity
indicators. The Company has undertaken appropriate preventive
and corrective measures (see HEALTH AND SAFETY section).

Conduct 50%
inspections.

Internal inspection schedule was revised. In 2011, a total of
106 internal inspections were conducted (compared to 67
in 2010).

more

internal

Issue additional Workplace Safety
Guidelines (use of special equipment,
materials, etc).

Additional Workplace Safety Guidelines were issued.

Complete a Training Requirement
Chart for all plant departments.

A training requirement chart was completed for all plant
departments.
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TARGETS 2011 BY AREA
Conclude the revision of
Occupational Hazard Assessment
Studies.
Conclude and deliver a noise study
during the first half of 2011.

2011 Performance
in
About 50% of the Occupational Hazard Assessment Studies
progress were revised.

The noise study was completed.

ENVIRONMENT
Complete shelter over waste
storage area and improve waste
storage area.

in
The upgrade of waste storage areas is in progress.
progress

Upgrade emergency response
infrastructures and equipment.

in
Procurement of absorbent spill cleanup materials; audible
progress
alarm notification system expected within 2012 for
emergencies (e.g. fire).

Issue and implement a plant
cleaning plan.

Plant cleaning plan completed and implemented.

SOCIETY
Plan and schedule new volunteer
actions for Company employees.

A volunteer beach clean-up was held (see section 8.4).

Engage with local communities to
identify their main issues of concern.

Held Open Dialogue event with participation of stakeholders from
local community (see sections 2.3 and 8.1).

New targets for 2012 are presented at the end of each section.

2.4 Open Dialogue with Stakeholders from Local Community
CORINTH PIPEWORKS, in conjunction with its subsidiary Management and
Administration of Thisvi Industrial Area (DIA.VI.PE.THI.V. S.A.), staged and actively
participated in an event called "Getting to know the Thisvi Industrial Area in the
Sustainable Development Framework", which was held in June 2011.
This event provided the Company an opportunity to listen to and record in detail
the opinions and needs of the various stakeholder groups in the local communities.
The following groups took part:
• Local administration bodies
• Suppliers from the local communities
• Associates from the local communities
• Employees
• Local residents
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CORINTH PIPEWORKS conducted a specialised survey of needs by distributing a questionnaire. A total of 109
questionnaires were completed and the key issues that were registered referred to these areas:

1. Entrepreneurship

65

ENTREPRENEURSHIP

41
33

32

35
30
20

29

15

Key issues:
i. Staging of events to promote local
products
ii. Sponsorship of workshops

9
2

2

4

3

Sponsorship of businessoriented workshops

Sponsorship of
workshops

Very important

2. Development &
infrastructure

5

7

Important

Neutral

Not very important

2

5

Staging of events to
promote local products

Not at all important

No response

DEVELOPMENT & INFRASTRUCTURE
55

54

52

25

22

25

23
19

18

Key issues:
i. Support for school infrastructure
ii. Support for utility infrastructure

1

3

6

2

2

Support for school
infrastructure

Support for
infrastructure
Very important

9

8

5

Important

Neutral

4

Support for utility
infrastructure

Not very important

Not at all important

No response

ENVIRONMENT

3. Environment

82

77

65

31
23

Key issues:
i. Beach cleaning
ii. Tree planting

13
3

2

4

4

4

Important

4

4

Beach cleaning

Environmental education

Very important

2

Neutral

Not very important

2

2

5

Tree planting

Not at all important

No response
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HEALTH

4.Social actions in areas of:
HEALTH • EDUCATION
SPORTS & CULTURE

95
80

75

68

66

18

13
1

Key issues:
i. Support for health services
ii. Scholarships
iii. Support for sports teams

27

24
10 9

7 4

21
5

10
5

5

1 1

Support for
Paediatrician
Ophthalmologist
GP visits
First Aid
health
visits
visits
workshops
services
Very important
Important Neutral
Not very important Not at all important

EDUCATION
75
67
54

53
35

25
3 5

1 1 5

Scholarships

Provision of
technological
equipment

Very important

Important

5

17

8

Support for
music
education

Not very important

12

Sponsorship
of school
events

Not at all important

SPORTS AND CULTURE

63

58
53

6 8

4 3

2

Support for local
libraries

Neutral

32

29

27
9

48

51
46
38
31

28

28

39
30

29
23

14

14
7

3 4

Support for sports
teams
Very important

4

10

8

2

Support for sports
activities
Important

16

Neutral

6
2

Support for football
activities
Not very important

11

23

10
4 3

5 3

Support for
basketball activities

Support for
volleyball activities

Not at all important

No response

21

17
9
1

3

20

17
5

4

Support for cultural Support for socially and
events
economically
vulnerable groups

2.5 CORINTH PIPEWORKS' Response
CORINTH PIPEWORKS, in cooperation with DIA.VI.PE.THI.V. S.A., decided to proceed with the following:
• To evaluate the actions indicated as most important by stakeholder groups and to explore the possibility of
implementing them.
• To use available funds for actions which:
–
have been highlighted by the local community;
–
will have the greatest possible benefit for local residents;
–
will have measurable results.
CORINTH PIPEWORKS is committed to responding to the issues raised by local communities and other
stakeholders. To that end, it has incorporated programmes into its action plan that address the demands and
requirements which are systematically documented.
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The channels of communication, the main issues raised and the manner in which the Company responds to
them are described in the chart below.
CORINTH PIPEWORKS' communication and response to main stakeholder issues/expectations

Shareholders / Investors

Customers

Employees

How we communicate
• Annual General Meeting of
shareholders
• Investor Relations Department
• The Board of Directors informs
shareholders of any important
developments in the Company
• Issue regular press releases,
announcements and reports on new
Group investments
• Quarterly, semi-annual, nine-month
and annual release of results
• Constant communication between
financial analysts and investors with
Company executives
• Investor Relations Manager
• Presentation to the Association of
Greek Institutional Investors
• Publication of Company Annual
Report
• Publication of annual Corporate
Responsibility and Sustainable
Development Report
• Company website

How we communicate
• Ongoing face-to-face and
telephone communication
• Project Management
Department
• Participation in trade fairs,
conferences, scientific forums
and scientific projects
• Update customers on market
developments and Company
products
• Undertake certification and
review procedures on
adding/retaining approved
suppliers on list
• Customer satisfaction survey
• Company website

How we communicate
• Employee evaluation
• Ongoing communication
between Management and
Human Resources; the
Company strives to maintain
an open door policy
• Communication and updates
through the Company's
internal electronic network
• Information via e-mail and
announcements on notice
boards
• Information through the
Company website

Main issues
• Strengthening the Company's
competitiveness
• Transparency in stakeholder
relationships
• Sound Corporate Governance
How we respond
• Apply modern, transparent and
eﬀective Corporate Governance
framework
• Strengthen the Company's financial
results
• Reinforce communication with
stakeholders

Main issues
• Eﬀective, timely and reliable
project execution
• High level of service
• After sales support
• Update customers on market
developments and Company
products
• Maintaining and improving the
Company's qualitative position
on the international market
How we respond
• Customer satisfaction surveys
• Innovation through new
products and solutions
• Provision of top quality, reliable
products
• Ensure quality according to
international standards

Main issues
• Pertinent labour and
insurance issues
• Issues regarding employee
evaluation
• Human resources
development and
advancement
• Information on the
Company's goals and their
accomplishment
How we respond
• Provide ongoing training and
further education
• Provide competitive benefits
package
• Additional benefits to
heighten a sense of reward
and balance professional and
personal life
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Suppliers

Local Communities

NGOs

State & Institutional Bodies

How we communicate
• Participation in supplier
trade fairs and events
• The Company briefs its
suppliers on market
developments
• Channel of
communication with
suppliers through the
Company's Purchasing
Department

How we communicate
• Ongoing
communication with
local organisations and
associations
• Participation in activities
staged by local bodies
and associations
• "Open Dialogue" events

How we communicate
• Exchange of views
about topics of
common interest (e.g.
improving the quality of
life, environmental
protection)
• Participation of
CORINTH PIPEWORKS in
the Hellenic Network for
Corporate Social
Responsibility (CSR
Hellas) as a main
member

How we communicate
• Participate in sector-related or
business-related conferences
and events
• Deliberate with representatives
of state and institutional
authorities on a national
and/or regional level

Main issues
• Impartial / merit-based
evaluation
• Support of local
suppliers
• Supplier briefing on
market developments
• Strengthened
communication and
information
How we respond
• Selection of suppliers
from the local
community
• Implementation of
transparent process in
selecting suppliers

Main issues
• Company response to
local community issues
• Recruitment of
personnel from the local
community
• Supporting local
entrepreneurship
How we respond
• A large proportion of the
Company's human
resource needs is met by
the local community
• Selection of suppliers
from the local
community
• Support for local bodies,
associations and
organisations

Main issues
• Cooperation on and
support for NGO actions
How we respond
• Cooperate to support
Corporate
Responsibility
• Work together to
provide environmental
education
• Promote recycling on a
national level

Main issues
• Conformance with current
legal and regulatory framework
• Support for state actions and
programmes
How we respond
• Implement procedures to
ensure full conformance with
current legal framework
• No incident of nonconformance in 2011
• Strengthen entrepreneurship
and Greece's balance of trade
through Company export
activity
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STOCKHOLDERS & INVESTORS
•Strengthening the Company's
competitiveness
•Transparency in stakeholder
relationships
•Sound Corporate Governance
STATE & INSTITUTIONAL BODIES
•Conformance with current legal
and regulatory framework
•Support for state actions and
programmes

Main Issues / Stakeholder
Expectations
NGOs
•Cooperation on and support for
NGO actions

LOCAL COMMUNITIES
•Company response to local
community issues
•Recruitment of personnel from the
local community
•Supporting local entrepreneurship

EMPLOYEES
•Pertinent labour and insurance issues
•Issues regarding employee
evaluation
•Human resources development
and advancement
•Information on the Company's
goals and their accomplishment

CUSTOMERS
•Eﬀective, timely and reliable
project execution
•High level of service
•After sales support
•Update customers on market
developments and Company products
•Maintaining and improving the
Company's qualitative position
on the international market.

SUPPLIERS
•Impartial / merit-based evaluation
•Support of local suppliers
•Supplier brieﬁng on market
developments
•Strengthened communication and
information
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Tree planting at the plant and administrative oﬃces building

Christmas event for Thisvi Local Community schools

Prevention Programme for Employee Safety

Employee volunteer action "Together for social solidarity"
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3. Economic Development and Corporate
Governance
Sound Corporate Governance and eﬀective management of every possible risk are key principles in CORINTH
PIPEWORKS' operation, as it aims to produce value for its shareholders and society as a whole.

Overview of 2011
Sales (in thousand euro)

285,172

Proﬁt (in thousand euro) after taxes

Sales by sector

Energy sector

20,241

91%

264,144

155,019
5,627

2009
2009

2010

2010
2011

9%

-1,556

2011
Construction
sector
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3.1 Key Financial Figures
The year 2011 was characterised by significant
instability in both domestic and global markets. At
the same time, however, persistently high oil
prices led energy companies to make new
investments in extraction and resource transport
projects. Taking advantage of its high level of
expertise and specialisation, as well as its sound
financial structure, the CORINTH PIPEWORKS
Group managed to capitalise on the market's
upward trend and to significantly improve its
financial results for the 2011 fiscal year.

Shareholder Composition
CORINTH PIPEWORKS
(31/12/2011)

78.55%

Other
shareholders

SIDENOR S.A.

21.45%

SIDENOR S.A. is the majority shareholder of the Company

Its consolidated turnover for 2011 amounted to euro 264.1 million, compared to euro 155 million in 2010,
marking a 70.4% increase. Sales in the energy sector totalled euro 240.9 million, compared to euro 135.4
million in 2010, for a 77.9% increase. As regards the construction sector, despite sluggish construction
activity in Europe, sales of hollow sections (beams) closed at euro 23.2 million, showing an 18.4% increase
over 2010 (euro 19.6 million).
In 2011, the Company's turnover amounted to euro 250.4 million, a 75.5% increase over 2010. Gross
profits came to euro 39.7 million, compared to euro 28.9 million in 2010, while earnings before interest,
taxes, depreciation and amortisation (EBITDA) rose by 51% to euro 17.4 million from euro 11.5 million
in 2010.

CORINTH PIPEWORKS Financial Data
Financial Data
Sales (in thousand euro)
Profit (in thousand euro) – before taxes
Equity (in thousand euro)
Profit / (loss) (in thousand euro) – after taxes
Income from financial investments
and sale of assets (in thousand euro)
Operating costs (in thousand euro)
Employee salaries and benefits (in thousand euro)
Payments to capital providers (in thousand euro)
Total payments to governmental bodies
(taxes paid) (in thousand euro)
Payments to suppliers (excl. materials and
inter-company transactions) (in thousand euro)
Net profit per share (in euro)

2009
276,369
25,280
148,138
18,234

2010
142,674
1,012
144,886
(2,484)

2011
250,410
5,216
146,893
4,316

61
168,053
16,681
22,966

4
107,884
14,803
26,909

0
235,174
15,077
40,118

1,885

2,122

3,970

43,439
0.15

26,611
(0.02)

41,707
0.03

Figures in brackets represent negative numbers.

Further information on the ﬁnancial performance of CORINTH PIPEWORKS in 2011 is presented in the Company's Annual
Report, which is available on the Company's website, www.cpw.gr, Investor Relations/Annual Reports section.
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More information on the Company’s share is included in the 2011 Financial Report, the 2011 Annual Report and the
Company’s website, www.cpw.gr, Investor Relations/ Share section.

Investments
CORINTH PIPEWORKS makes significant investments
annually to further its growth. These investments result in
collateral benefits for the national economy and the local
areas in which the Company operates. In 2011, the
Company made a total of euro 1.4 million in investments
in Greece.

CORINTH PIPEWORKS S.A. Investments
(in million euro)
1,550,678
1,376,589

963,416

2009

2010
2011

Social Product
The Company's investments, its payments to personnel, procurement of raw materials, taxes paid to the state,
contributions to social insurance funds, support for the local community and return of capital to shareholders
and other capital providers make up CORINTH PIPEWORKS' "social product". In 2011, the Company's social
product totalled euro 99.2 million.

Distribution of Social Product (in million euro)
Employee salaries and benefits
Insurance contributions
Taxes paid
Payments to capital providers
Total investments
Payments to suppliers
Investments in local community (total support)
Total (in million euro)

2011
12.1
3.0
0.9
40.1
1.4
41.7
0.04
99.2
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3.2 Corporate Governance
CORINTH PIPEWORKS has adopted and implements a modern model of Corporate Governance with the aim of
safeguarding the interests of its shareholders, ensuring conformance with existing regulations and legislative
frameworks and incorporating responsible operating practices. The Company's Corporate Governance model
is characterised by:
• clear definition of the roles of executive oﬃcers and their selection according to qualifications and
experience in corporate governance;
• transparency, integrity and responsibility in decision making;
• protection of shareholder rights;
• a strong interest in corporate responsibility issues.
The Company’s Internal Operations Regulation the formation of an Internal Auditing Department enhance
CORINTH PIPEWORKS' corporate transparency and control mechanisms.
CORINTH PIPEWORKS' Internal Operations Regulation, which essentially governs the Company's internal
operation, has been approved by the Company’s Board of Directors and exceed the legislative requirements
concerning the obligations of companies, traded on the Stock Exchange.
CORINTH PIPEWORKS has adopted the practices of Corporate Governance in its management and operations,
as established by the existing institutional framework that applies to companies being traded on the Athens
Stock Exchange (Law 3016/2002 and the provisions of Law 3873/2010).
In March 2011, CORINTH PIPEWORKS adopted the Hellenic Federation of Enterprises Corporate Governance
Code, which was reviewed while preparing the Board of Directors Annual Management Report in order to
identify and record in detail any possible variations between the report and the directives.

More information on the Corporate Governance Code is included in the 2011 Financial Report and the 2011 Annual Report,
page 12.

CORPORATE GOVERNANCE CHART
GENERAL MEETING OF SHAREHOLDERS
Elected

Collaboration
Elected
Elected

Certified
Auditors

Report to

Board of
Directors*

Internal
Auditing

Report to
Management/
Supervision
General Manager

Department
Heads
Execute

Audit

Corporate
Departments

* The Board of Directors has an Auditing Committee

Audit

Company
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Governance Bodies
Board of Directors

• The Board consists of six members (executive, non-executive and independent(1)),
as provided by Law 3016/2002 regarding public limited companies traded on the
Athens Stock Exchange.
• The BoD members are elected at the General Meeting(2) by Company
shareholders.
Criteria for electing members of the Board include: experience,
specialisation, university degrees, awards for excellence, administrative
skills, capacity for creativity, synthesis and analysis, social recognition and
integrity.
• The Board of Directors meets at regular intervals and is responsible for leading
and making decisions regarding the Company’s activities.
• It is briefed through quarterly reports, which include important issues and
performance indicators on Health and Safety, Human Resources and the
Environment. Company department heads attend Board meetings to update
members and raise salient issues.

Auditing Committee

• It is elected and operates in accordance with Law 3693/2008.
• It consists of three non-executive members of the BoD, one of whom is
independent.
• Its main task is to support the Company’s Board of Directors in fulfilling its mission
to ensure:
- the eﬀectiveness of accounting and financial systems;
- the auditing mechanisms of business risk management systems;
- conformance with legal and regulatory frameworks;
- eﬀective implementation of Corporate Governance principles.

Internal Auditing
Department

• It informs the Board of Directors regularly on the implementation of the Company's
Internal Operations Regulation.
• Internal auditing includes a special independent auditing committee which
conducts internal audits of the Company under the supervision of the BoD's three
non-executive members. The internal auditors of this committee do not report to
any other business unit at CORINTH PIPEWORKS and exercise their duties
independently and impartially.
• During internal auditing, Environmental as well as Health and Safety issues are
reviewed and audit results are forwarded to the Board of Directors.

Internal Operations
Regulation

• The Internal Operations Regulation enhances CORINTH PIPEWORKS' corporate
transparency and auditing mechanisms.
• It outlines the competencies, duties and obligations of each established body,
service or department, as provided by the Company's articles of association and
laws in eﬀect.
• Its implementation is binding on all CORINTH PIPEWORKS employees.
• It has been approved by the Board of Directors and exceeds the legislative
requirements relating to the obligations of companies traded on the Stock
Exchange.
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(1) Non-executive independent members of the Board do not hold any CORINTH PIPEWORKS shares (or hold only a small
percentage) and they have no other link to the Company or to individuals linked to the Company. Non-executive members are
not engaged in the Company’s activities on a daily basis.
(2) During a General Meeting of shareholders, minority shareholders may participate, express their views and communicate with
the members of the Company's Board. The Company conforms fully with Law 2190/1920 regarding methods of minority
shareholder participation. The remuneration of members of the Board of Directors is linked to the Company’s overall performance
(including issues of responsible operation). For the time being, however, there is no separate procedure for monitoring the Board’s
performance on matters of Corporate Responsibility and sustainability.

A new Board of Directors was elected at the Company's Annual General Meeting of shareholders on 14 June
2011, as follows:

CORINTH PIPEWORKS Board of Directors
Name
Surname
Position

Konstantinos
Meletis
Adamantios
Ioannis
Nikolaos
Andreas

Bakouris
Fikioris
Vassilakis
Stavropoulos
Galetas
Kyriazis

Executive
Member

Chairman
Vice-Chairman
Member
Member
Member
Member

BoD gender and age distribution
Gender
Board of Directors Members
Women
Men
6
Total
6

Non- Independent Auditing
Executive Member Committee
Member

√
√
√

√

√
√
√

√
√

√
√

<30
-

30-50
-

<50
√
√

More information on the members, their roles and competencies of CORINTH PIPEWORKS' BoD is included in the 2011
Financial Report, the 2011 Annual Report page 14, and the Company’s website, www.cpw.gr, Investor Relations/Corporate
Governance/Board of Directors section.
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Administrative Organisation
The productive, financial and administrative activities of CORINTH PIPEWORKS fall under General Management.

Organisational Chart

BOARD OF
DIRECTORS
INTERNAL
AUDITING
GENERAL
MANAGER

LEGAL
ADVISOR

HUMAN
RESOURCES
DEPARTMENT

FINANCIAL
DEPARTMENT

TECHNOLOGY &
QUALITY
DEPARTMENT

PLANT
MANAGEMENT

PRODUCTION
PLANNING
DEPARTMENT

COMMERCIAL
DEPARTMENT

HRC
PROCUREMENT
DEPARTMENT

HEALTH, SAFETY &
ENVIRONMENT
DEPARTMENT

3.3 Avoiding Conflicts of Interest
CORINTH PIPEWORKS takes all necessary precautions to avoid incidences of conflict of interest. The
Company has implemented a series of policies and procedures to ensure that any conflict of interest
with the Board of Directors, executives and other employees is avoided. Specifically, as provided by its
policy for managing conflicts of interests between its members and the Company, the Board of Directors
ensures there are no such conflicts and carefully reviews any instances of deviation from the
confidentiality policy.
Moreover, to ensure the principle of independent decision-making by CORINTH PIPEWORKS
executives in various areas of its business operations, the Company has implemented a policy that
prohibits hiring a person whose spouse or 1st / 2nd degree relative (by blood or by marriage) already
works for the Company.

3.4 Risk Management
CORINTH PIPEWORKS, in adhering to the principle of prevention, implements methods and practices to identify,
assess and manage any risks linked to its activity and the current economic environment. The key risk categories
associated with CORINTH PIPEWORKS' operations are as follows:
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Risk Category
Industrial Risks

Environmental
& Occupational
Risks

Financial Risks
and Uncertainties

Description
To fully achieve the objectives set by the Company in the area of industrial risks, the
Company applies strict operational and safety criteria which conform to Greek and
European legislation. In addition:
• it has developed a detailed emergency response plan to address all possible
scenarios;
• it works closely with local authorities and the fire brigade to ensure swift and
eﬀective response to potential incidents.
As regards potential impacts on the Environment and on the Health and Safety of its
human resources, the Company:
• has all legally required risk studies at its disposal;
• undertakes preventive actions and measures after monitoring the pertinent
indicators (Quality, Environment, Health and Safety) it has set. These indicators are
monitored regularly and are communicated to all Company levels.
The main financial risks associated with CORINTH PIPEWORKS' operations are:
• credit risk;
• liquidity risk;
• and market risk.

Further information on ﬁnancial risk management is included in CORINTH PIPEWORKS' 2011 Financial Report (pages 5
and 37), which is available on the Company’s website, www.cpw.gr (Investor Relations/Financial Statements-Financial
Reports section).

CORINTH PIPEWORKS' risk management policies are in place to identify and analyse risks that the Company
faces, to set required risk limits and to implement preventive and corrective measures. Risk management
policies and related systems are periodically reviewed to incorporate any changes in market conditions and
Company activities.

3.5 Key Impacts and Opportunities
The business environment in which CORINTH PIPEWORKS operates has become particularly competitive. It
seems that the global economy is slowly recovering from the recession, which has gradually led to increased
demands for energy once again. In addition, the rise in oil prices, even before the upheaval in the Arab world,
has enabled energy companies to adjust their investment plans upward and undertake infrastructure projects
involving drilling and transportation of energy resources. The above trend is reinforced by the extraction of
natural gas using alternative methods (e.g. shale gas) and also by the development of CO2 management
technology. These developments favour producers with top know-how, such as CORINTH PIPEWORKS, given
that steel production and processing must meet the strictest specifications. It is exactly this trend which the
Company is trying to take advantage of and has done so successfully to date, as demonstrated by the projects
undertaken for the current and part of the next financial year.

Our Targets for 2012
• Inform top executives on transparency and corruption issues.
• Institute related procedures on transparency and corruption issues.
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4. Marketplace
CORINTH PIPEWORKS has been successfully active in the Greek and world market for more than 40 years. It has
become one of the major Greek companies in the energy and construction sector worldwide, thus strengthening
the Greek economy through its long-term presence in the country. The Company operates responsibly, relying
on expert know-how in its objective to manufacture and distribute high quality, safe products for large-scale fossil
fuel transport projects and other construction applications.
Overview of 2011
Local Suppliers (numbers)

Customer Satisfaction (scale 1-5)

5.0

5.0
40

4.8
4.3

4.4

39
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4.1 Products and Services
CORINTH PIPEWORKS provides the international market with integrated solutions of high technical
specifications and top quality.
CORINTH PIPEWORKS products are used in the oil, gas and water transportation industries as well as in the
construction sector, and are divided into the following categories:
•

Steel Pipes for Oil and Gas Transportation Pipelines: CORINTH PIPEWORKS steel pipes ensure the safest
method of transporting oil and gas. The Company manufactures pipes for the energy industry in accordance
with international standards and/or customer specifications.

Line pipes for Oil and Gas
CORINTH PIPEWORKS is a key contributor to the energy and construction sectors at both a national and
international level. CORINTH PIPEWORKS' key products include pipes for oil and gas pipelines which enable
the transfer of these fossil fuels from extraction sites to downstream end users through a transportation
network.
Line pipes are the most cost-effective way to transport oil and gas. In these cases, safety is of the utmost
priority and a vital factor in which the know-how and experience of CORINTH PIPEWORKS play a major
role. To this end, the Company adheres to a specific Quality Policy while also implementing a Quality
Management System which is certified according to international standards such as ISO 9001, API Q1
and ISO/TS 29001.

•

Steel Pipes for Extracting Oil and Gas / Conductor and Casing Pipes: Casing pipes are used for extracting oil
and gas. CORINTH PIPEWORKS provides casing pipes for oil and gas wells.

•

Steel pipes for Water Transportation. The use of steel pipes is an established method for transporting water
over long distances and distributing it to consumer centres. Human health is a major consideration in
transporting potable water. CORINTH PIPEWORKS manufactures pipes for transporting water in accordance
with international standards and/or customer specifications.

•

Hollow Sections: Hollow structural sections (beams) are very important components in many types
of engineering projects and metal constructions. CORINTH PIPEWORKS produces hollow structural
sections (under the SD HSS EXTRA brand name) that incorporate innovative features which are
unique worldwide.

Further information on CORINTH PIPEWORKS' products is available on the Company’s website, www.cpw.gr, Products
section, as well as in the Company's 2011 Annual Report.

Additional services provided by CORINTH PIPEWORKS on the Greek and international markets are summed up
as follows:
• internal lining and external coating of pipes manufactured by other pipe mills;
• pipe storage;
• supply of pipes or subcontracting of pipe coating outside the product range of CORINTH PIPEWORKS to
approved subcontractors within the framework of large projects, thus providing integrated solutions;
• combined transport modes, including loading/discharge, sea, rail and road transportation.
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Manufacture, Use and Recycling of Steel Pipes
CORINTH PIPEWORKS recognises the critical contribution it makes to the production and application of steel
pipes, and makes continuous investments in maintaining quality and conforming to strict production
specifications. This contribution can be described as follows:
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4.2 CORINTH PIPEWORKS' Presence in the Marketplace
CORINTH PIPEWORKS is one of the key steel pipe manufacturers worldwide, oﬀering products on the
international market that meet a wide variety of needs and requirements. The Company exports 97% of its
turnover to particularly demanding energy markets all over
Ratio of Domestic/Foreign sales 2011 (tn)
the world, making it a primarily exportive company that
contributes significantly to Greece's balance of trade. In 2011,
Outside
the Company served a total of 328 customers in all of the
% Greece
areas in which it operates. CORINTH PIPEWORKS' exports for
the year amounted to euro 231 million (1.44% of all Greek
Greece
exports, excluding petroleum products), of which euro 91
%
million were to third countries outside Europe and euro 140
million to European countries.

97

3

CORINTH PIPEWORKS' main customer groups are:
• Multinational energy companies
• National / State-owned oil and gas companies
• Natural gas distributors
• EPC contractors and commercial firms.
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Our achievements in 2011
• CORINTH PIPEWORKS successfully completed the first order for 26" ERW/HFI pipes for a customer in the
USA, taking the lead globally.
• The Company delivered the first order to the US company Denbury Resources for a CO2 transport pipeline
made using the ERW/HFI method with high-strength steel (X70) resistant to sour environment (hydrogen
induced cracking-HIC).
• The longitudinal seam ERW/HFI line was certified to produce hollow sections in higher-structural grade
steel. The Company was certified to produce hollow sections in S420 and S460 grade steel. These grades are
used in construction with high mechanical strength requirements.
Some of the major projects in which CORINTH PIPEWORKS was involved in 2011 include:
Country
CANADA

Project objective – application
Natural Gas

Project summary
"MAINLINE LOOP N4 TO N5 & STEWART LAKE PIPELINE":
Pipeline to transport natural gas in the area of Stewart
Lake in Canada, length 47 km and 36" diameter.

FRANCE

Natural Gas

"HAUTS DE FRANCE II":
Natural gas pipeline, length 39 km and 48" diameter.

AUSTRIA

Natural Gas

"WAG EXPANSION3":
Natural gas pipeline, length 62 km and 48" diameter.

ITALY

Natural Gas

"METANODOTTO ZIMELLA GERVIGNANO DI ADDA 013C":
Natural gas pipeline, length 35 km and 56" diameter.

USA

CO2

GREENCORE CO2 (first lot)
CO2 transport pipeline, length 200 km and 20" diameter.

GREAT
BRITAIN

Oil

CONDUCTORS
Oil extraction casing pipe, length 47 km and 18"-20"
diameter.

USA

Oil

CONDUCTORS/CASING
Oil extraction casing pipes, length 63 km and 8"-24"
diameter.

SAUDI
ARABIA

Oil and natural gas

SAUDI ARAMCO/CONDUCTORS
Oil and natural gas extraction casing pipes, length 152
km and 18"diameter.

4.3 Product Quality - Certifications
CORINTH PIPEWORKS places particular importance on the quality and safety of its products. The pipes
the Company produces meet both international standards and customer specifications for each order.
At the customer's request, pipes can be coated internally or externally, thus ensuring protection against
corrosion and the smooth flow of energy resources being transported.
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The methods used by CORINTH PIPEWORKS (electric resistance welding/high-frequency induction-ERW/HFI
and helical seam submerged arc welding-SAWH methods) guarantee the trustworthiness of the production
process and precision measurement, within pipe tolerance limits. Combined with eﬀective external and internal
protection, the result is a product that meets all the requirements of the energy industry.
CORINTH PIPEWORKS adheres to a Quality Policy and implements a Quality Management System certified to
the ISO 9001, API Q1 and ISO/TS 29001 standards.

CORINTH PIPEWORKS' Quality Policy
• Our goal is to fully meet the expectations of our customers by producing quality products.
• Quality and quality improvement are the responsibility and ultimate goal of all staﬀ - from senior
management to junior employees.
• Our guidelines, procedures, systems and objectives are based on requirements set by international
standards, customer expectations, our knowledge and experience. The foundation of our quality policy is
not only our acknowledgement of these guidelines and procedures, but also our conformance to them.
• Quality means doing things right from the beginning in order to avoid failure at the end. The continuous
improvement of process quality reduces expenses and increases productivity.
• Avoiding failure is more important than eliminating defects. We apply systematic methods and tools for
proactive quality assurance.
• Our suppliers contribute significantly to the quality of our products and services; we must, therefore, ensure
they meet the same high quality standards we have adopted.

Rigorous and comprehensive monitoring takes place throughout the production process to ensure the quality
of the products. All of the Company's products carry quality assurance labels, certifying compliance with high
standards. Certifications and labels used on CORINTH PIPEWORKS products are shown below.

Products
• API – Spec 5CT
• API - Spec 5L
• DNV - EN 10219-1

Quality Laboratory
Accreditation according to ELOT
EN ISO/IEC 17025 by
National Accreditation System

Quality Management System
• TUV EN 764 – 5 (AD 2000-Merkblatt W0)
• TUV ISO 3834 – 2 (AD 2000-Merkblatt HP0)
• API Q1
• API-ISO TS 29001
• ISO 9001:2008

Information with Responsibility
CORINTH PIPEWORKS' products are manufactured according to international standards to meet particular
specifications. In manufacturing these products, additional requirements that relate to each order the Company
receives are also taken into account.
CORINTH PIPEWORKS is committed to voluntarily providing complete and clear information by adopting
the Hellenic Code of Advertising-Communication. This code has been established by the Hellenic
Association of Advertising and Communication Agencies, the Hellenic Advertisers Association and radio
and television stations, and applies to all advertising of any product or service, as well as all forms of
commercial or social communication. Moreover, the Advertising and Communications Code sets the rules
of professional ethics and moral conduct that must be followed in dealing with citizens-consumers by all
those involved in advertising, namely advertising clients, agents and media and all assignors and assignees
of the above types of communication.
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CORINTH PIPEWORKS produces the vast majority of its products in compliance with high technical
specifications for large international corporations in the oil and gas drilling, exploitation and transportation
sectors. Thus, a considerable amount of technical documentation containing processes and testing
certificates accompanies the Company’s products. Specifically, the Company's products must be
accompanied by quality certificates (both for Company-produced products and raw materials), certificates
of origin, documents required by the technical specifications of each agreement, as well as handling, storage
and use instructions. The type of information that must accompany the Company's products, according to
the procedures in place, is shown in the following table.

Type of Information
Data on product or service
Content, especially related to substances that may have
environmental or social impact
Safe use of the product or service
Disposal of the product and environmental / social impacts

YES
X

NO

X
X
X

All (100%) products and services oﬀered by the Company are covered and assessed for compliance to laws and
regulatory requirements as regards the information that must accompany them.

In incorporating all of the procedures into its daily practices, the Company has never been ﬁned. In 2011, as in previous
years, there were no incidences of non-conformance with laws, general regulations and codes as regards communication
and marketing activities or information that must accompany products/ services and their labelling.

Concern for Health and Safety
With each project it takes on, CORINTH PIPEWORKS fills the order according to the detailed specifications
provided by the customer (who takes into consideration all standard requirements or legal requirements in
eﬀect in the geographical area of the project). With regard to water pipes and water transport pipelines,
CORINTH PIPEWORKS takes care to use materials that are appropriate for protecting human health. In addition,
in order to ensure that production processes and product specifications conform to various Quality,
Environmental and Health and Safety requirements and to any other pertinent specifications, on-site process
inspections are conducted during pipe production by customer-appointed inspectors, whereby appropriate
certificates are issued.

4.4 Research and Development
The sector in which CORINTH PIPEWORKS is engaged is characterised by ongoing technological advances. The
Company invests in technology research and development, collaborates with international research
organisations and actively participates in various global research programmes with the aim of developing knowhow and incorporating cutting-edge technologies into the production process.
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Institution /
Research Programme
EPRG (European Pipeline
Research Group)

Scope of participation
EPRG (European Pipeline Research Group) consists of the largest pipe producers and pipeline users (oil
and gas companies). The Group jointly formulates major research programmes in all fields of interest at
international level through its collaboration with equivalent organisations in the US (PRCI) and
Australia (APIA).
EPRG activities focus on:
• Existing pipelines: management and prevention of hazards that result from leaks and failures during service,
such as may be due to corrosion, mechanical impact, or cyclic loading of defects.
• New pipelines: development of eﬀective material speciﬁcations and performance standards.
• Expansion of the European gas grid: the growing requirements for long-distance transportation from remote
gas ﬁelds require the application of higher strength steels and the utilisation of advanced design methods.

TWI (The Welding Institute) The Company receives information about major research events and key industrial projects.
Integrity Assessment of
skelp – End Welds in Spiral
Pipes (JIP/SEW)

The JIP / SEW programme was completed in 2011 and applies to submerged arc welding – helical pipes. Those
involved in the programme include research centres, fuel transportation pipe users and pipe manufacturers. The
programme aims to establish quality acceptance criteria so that sections of pipe which contain skelp-end welds
(SEW) could be used in producing SAW-H pipes.

The use of Spiral Wound
Linepipe for oﬀshore
applications (JIP/DNV)

The JIP/DNV programme began in May 2009 and is coordinated by the DET NORSKE VERITAS (USA) (DNV)
organisation with the participation of research centres, pipe users and manufacturers, pipe producers and steel
suppliers. The programme aims to establish acceptance criteria which will allow the safe use of SAW-H pipes in
the construction of oﬀshore pipelines limited to a certain depth. As part of the programme, the Company
produced specially designed helical pipes which were successfully subjected to extensive trials in the DNV
organisation's research centre in Norway. The programme will be completed in 2012.

European research program
on the requirements for
safe and reliable CO2
transportation (SAR CO2)

In recent years, growing awareness of climate change and the requirement that power stations reduce
greenhouse gas emissions (CO2) have led to an investigation of the feasibility of capturing and
transporting CO2 through pipelines to appropriate underground storage pockets. The European research
programme SAR CO2 aims to research, develop and document the technical requirements to plan and
construct safe pipelines to transport carbon dioxide (CO2) that results from various anthropogenic
activities. In addition to the theoretical pipeline study, the programme includes two controlled fullscale burst tests on a CO2 pipe of 120 m in length. The three-year programme (2011-2013) is supported
by a number of companies and institutes, as well as by the European Pipeline Research Group (EPRG)
and Det Norske Veritas (DNV).

European research program
on the investigation of the
structural integrity of
buried steel linepipes
(GIPIPE)

The GIPIPE European Research Programme began in June 2011. This three-year programme is coordinated by the
University of Thrace (Greece) and is exploring the mechanical behaviour and structural integrity of underground
steel pipes that are subjected to permanent soil pressures caused by earthquakes, surface sliding and shifts due
to drilling activities, making use of advanced experimental techniques and numerical simulations. The ultimate
goal of GIPIPE is to develop a complete series of design and operating guidelines for underground steel pipes in
areas considered high risk due to seismic activity or other type of ground movement.

ELKEME Hellenic Research
Centre for Metals

As part of the research and development of new products and processes, CORINTH PIPEWORKS maintains a close
working relationship with ELKEME Hellenic Research Centre for Metals. An extensive range of activities are
covered, while those taking place in 2011 mainly focused on the following:
• A study of the resistance of internal lining materials to ageing phenomena.
• Electron microscopy analysis of autogenous high-frequency welds and submerged arc welds.
• Development of laboratory tests on crack tip opening displacement (CTOD) to analyse the toughness of highstrength steel.
• Tests of tensile strength at high temperatures.
CORINTH PIPEWORKS' cooperation with ELKEME aims to explore and verify the high quality features of the pipes
being produced through specialised laboratory testing and scientiﬁc research.
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4.5 Managing Customer Relations
The greatest possible customer satisfaction is the Company's key priority. The procedures implemented as part
of customer relations management, combined with highly qualitative specifications according to which the
Company's products are made, help it to maintain a high level of customer satisfaction.
As part of its ongoing improvement of products and services, the Company registers the degree of customer
satisfaction through a survey it conducts annually.

Customer Satisfaction Survey
(Overall Satisfaction, scale: 1-5)

Customer Satisfaction Survey Results
(2011 rating by criterion) (scale 1-5)

Results of Customer Satisfaction Survey (Overall Satisfaction)
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Complaint Management
CORINTH PIPEWORKS views any complaints that customers may make as a source of information and an
opportunity to improve and re-design processes where necessary. The Company manages complaints in an
organised manner, and records and forwards each one to the competent department.
Customer complaints by category
Commercial issues
Quality
Transportation
Total

2009
2
0
2
4

2010
0
0
0
0

2011
0
1
0
1

The high quality of CORINTH PIPEWORKS' products and services, in combination with a faithful adherence to
agreed-upon customer specifications, have led to a particularly low number of complaints.
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Only one complaint was registered this past year. The complaint was about a diﬀerence in the length of outer
surface that was not coated with anti-corrosive at the ends of a small number of pipes. Upon receiving the
complaint, the Company contacted the customer, collected the relevant technical data and investigated the
incident to determine what caused the non-compliance. The investigation did not find that the delivered
pipes were non-compliant. The customer was informed, attributed the complaint to faulty interpretation of
the specifications and subsequently withdrew it.

4.6 Procurement Management
For CORINTH PIPEWORKS, its suppliers are valuable partners who contribute to producing value for the
Company's customers, for the communities in which the Company operates and for society as a whole. In 2011,
the Company worked with 909 suppliers, 708 of whom were from the Greek market. The main materials
procured by the Company in 2011 are shown in the table below.

Materials procured, used and consumed
Category
Type of material
Raw Materials Steel coils
Materials for internal and external
anti-corrosion coating
and pipe welding

Unit of measurement
Metric tons (t)

t

Quantity
(*)

5,500

Materials
related
with processes

Lubricants (oil-grease)
Diesel (transport, heating, generators)
Butane-propane mixture

kg
litres (l)
kg

90,000
432.500
131,900

Packaging
materials

Lumber for loading pipes
Rope
Plastic pipe caps
Metal strap for packing hollow sections

m3
kg
pieces
kg

3,533
11,300
31,400
29,300

(*) The Company does not wish to publicise this information.

In addition, the Company procures significant quantities of machine parts, high-tech parts and industrial
consumables and materials required for the production process, and maintenance and general operation of
the plant.
Supplier Evaluation
For CORINTH PIPEWORKS, the selection of suitable suppliers is particularly important, as the quality of
raw materials affects the quality of end products to a considerable degree. For this reason, CORINTH
PIPEWORKS carefully selects the suppliers with whom it collaborates. Specifically regarding domestic
suppliers, it uses a particular multi-criteria process to evaluate and select them. In the context of this
procedure, data is collected about potential suppliers, who are then further evaluated according to
specific criteria.
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These criteria include, among other things, factors related to environment, health and safety, aiming to further
promote standards related to Corporate Responsibility and to encourage suppliers to adopt them. Below are
some examples of supplier evaluation criteria:
• Quality of raw materials;
• Quality, adequacy, speed and consistency in order delivery;
• Certified Quality Management System in place;
• Certified Environmental Management System in place;
• Certified Occupational Health and Safety Management System in place.
Moreover, as provided for by the procedure implemented by the Company, suppliers/subcontractors may be
evaluated in at least one of the following ways:
• Inspection of their facilities;
• Inspection upon product or service delivery;
• Trial ordering and use of their materials/ services;
• Certification of company quality system through an internationally recognised certification standard for
quality systems (e.g. API, ISO, etc.).
Environmental Management in Supply Chain
CORINTH PIPEWORKS supports suppliers with a certified Environmental Management System (or their intent to
seek certification in the near future). In striving to promote environmental conservation, the Company asks its
suppliers to provide relevant certificates. It also requires certified conformance with REACH regulations (for
chemicals) and provision of corresponding Material Safety Data Sheets (MSDS) as part of the order-procurement
process of certain materials.
Health and Safety in the Supply Chain
Health and Safety is a priority for CORINTH PIPEWORKS. For this reason, it supports suppliers with a
certified Occupational Health and Safety Management System (or their intent to seek certification in
the near future). Additionally, in order to enter into an agreement with a subcontractor, it is necessary
that the latter meet a number of preconditions aimed at protecting the Health and Safety of
employees, such as:
• conform to all necessary safety measures as provided by law and which apply to the nature of the specific
project being undertaken;
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•
•
•

possess and use all required personal protection equipment;
supplier personnel must be insured by the pertinent social insurance organisation;
suppliers must conform to all measures recommended by CORINTH PIPEWORKS as regards employee Health
and Safety.

Support of Local Suppliers
CORINTH PIPEWORKS encourages the growth of the local market at all levels in the areas in which it is active.
Within this framework, it looks positively on the local status of potential suppliers and whenever feasible, the
Company works with locally based suppliers and subcontractors (near the Thisvi plant and from the Prefecture
of Viotia in general). Specifically in 2011, of the 909 suppliers engaged by the Company, 116 originated from
the local market. It should be noted that economic activity has developed in the Thisvi area in recent years and
it is largely due to the operation of the Company and to its association with area suppliers.

Supplier Distribution by Origin

Distribution of Local Suppliers
Thiva

Foreign suppliers

22%

Other
domestic
suppliers

13%

Local
suppliers
Other areas
of Viotia

65%

34%
15%
17%

Thisvi and
other areas

34%

LivadiaAliartos

Our Targets for 2012
• Incorporate Corporate Responsibility issues in the customer satisfaction survey to be
conduced in 2012.
• Collaborate with the National Technical University of Athens School of Mining and
Metallurgical Engineering in preparing a dissertation on the Company facilities on the
topic "Investigation of correlation between magnetic and mechanical properties of steel
used in pipe production using non-destructive testing techniques".
• Participate in joint industrial project to study the parameters that aﬀect the definition
of tensile strength properties of API-quality pipes.
• Maintain high level of services to prevent the need for customer complaints being
submitted to the Company.
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5. Human Resources

CORINTH PIPEWORKS recognises the vital contribution of the human factor to its successful business course
and to the achievement of its objectives. The Company ensures the fair compensation of its employees and
provides equal opportunities for advancement, with respect for diversity and internationally protected human
rights. In addition, the Company annually plans and implements educational programmes to provide
continuous training for its employees.
Overview of 2011
Employee Turnover

Human Resources distribution
by geographic area of origin

Human Resources Data

420

22

381

88%

Viotia

12%

39

20

Women
Men
Total

2011

Attica

2011
Hires
Departures (e.g. retirement,
contract termination)
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5.1 Human Resources Policy
In attracting and selecting personnel, CORINTH PIPEWORKS follows specific procedures set out by the Company
by-laws to ensure that meritocracy and equal opportunities prevail.
CORINTH PIPEWORKS Human Resources Policy
Company policy calls for attracting highly competent personnel in order to meet its needs promptly and in
the best possible way. It also establishes objective criteria for evaluation and selection and ensures meritbased, irreproachable and transparent recruitment procedures.

In addition, the Company has instituted an Employee Code of Conduct and Values, adherence to which is
mandatory for all personnel in all areas of the Company's operations. This Code describes the main principles
and rules on which the Company’s by-laws are based and can be summed up as follows:
• Personnel quality: team spirit, respect for co-workers.
• Contribution to the local community.
• Protection of the local community’s environmental and cultural resources.
• Respect for the environment.
• Accountability, integrity and respect towards customers.
• Protection of human rights.
• Respect for human values: no discrimination.
• Confidentiality of personal data.
• Protection of the Company’s interests, reputation and property.

5.2 Human Resources Data
In 2011, the Company employed a total of 420 persons (31/12/2011), compared to 422 in 2010, marking a slight
reduction of 0.5%.

Hires and Departures
Human Resources Data
458
416

69

422
380

420
381

42

42

2009
Women
Men
Total

42

22

4

2010

2011

20

6

2009

39

2010
Departures (e.g. retirement, contract termination)
Hires

2011
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The majority of the Company's employees work in the Viotia area, as that is where production takes place. At
the same time, a significant number of Company employees come from the region, thus increasing
decentralisation and employment in these areas. In 2011, 88% of employees came from local areas, while 4.5%
of them were executives (31/12/2011). Additionally, 12 of the 20 new hires were from the greater Viotia area.

Human Resources distribution
by area of origin

Geographic Human Resources distribution
by area of employment

Human Resources distribution
by geographic area of employment
Viotia

458

347
415

90%

422
381

420
378

10%

34
43

16

Men

23

41

2009

Women

2010

42

Attica
Viotia
Total

Attica
Viotia

Attica
2011

The majority of the Company's employees are in the 35-55
age group. CORINTH PIPEWORKS has never hired personnel
less than 18 years of age. During the hiring process, the
Company checks the age of its employees to verify they are
over 18. As a result of the Company' control mechanisms,
during 2011, as in previous years, there was no incidence
of child or forced labour, nor is it possible that this would
occur. CORINTH PIPEWORKS is opposed to child and forced
labour and fully conforms to national and European
legislative decrees protecting human rights.

Age Distribution of Human Resources for 2011
14

Men
Women

130

18
134
7
95

7

18-25

Total new hires by gender and age

26-35

36-45

15

46-55

56+

Total new hires by area and age

11

6

5
3

3

1

2

18-25
Men
Women

25-40

18-25

2

40-50

2

50+

Attica
Viotia

3

25-40
40-50

2

50+

In 2011, a total of 22 persons left the Company for reasons of contract termination, resignation, layoff
or retirement.
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Employee departures by type

Total departures by gender and age

Layoﬀs
Contract termination
Resignations
Retirement

12
6
51
3
6

Total departures by area and age

Women
Men

8

Attica
Viotia

7

6

5

33

2009

2010

8
2
12

2

18-25

2011

1

2

2

2

25-40

1

40-50

50+

18-25

3

1
2
2

25-40
40-50

50+

5.3 Responsible Employment Practices
For CORINTH PIPEWORKS, incorporating responsible work practices into the way it manages and organises its
human resources is a major priority.
Equal Opportunities
The Company's working environment is characterised by equality and providing equal opportunities to all
employees, while respect for internationally recognised human rights constitutes an indisputable commitment
on the Company's part. No discrimination on the basis of gender or other characteristics is acceptable. In 2011,
as in previous years, there was no record or report of any incidence of discrimination. CORINTH PIPEWORKS is
opposed to any form of discrimination and strives to ensure that there is no discrimination, in pay or otherwise,
for equivalent job positions on the basis of gender anywhere in its business activities. As a result, men and
women receive equal pay for equal work.
The Company encourages women to participate in its human resources. Nevertheless, the nature of the
Company's industrial activities and the distance of its production plant from large urban centres can be
inhibitive, which results in men participating in greater numbers.

Human Resources Distribution by Position and Gender

Men
Board of Directors
Managers

Senior Executives

Others

Women
6

0

6

0

29

3

346

36

The Company employs staﬀ from diﬀerent ethnic minorities or ethnic origin. In 2011, it employed five persons
from India.
Collective Labour Agreements
All of the Company's employees (100%) are covered by collective labour agreements. Additionally, the
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vast majority are employed full-time under indefinite-term labour agreements. The following table
presents the Company's human resources by employment type and work agreement.
Personnel by employment type
and work agreement
Employee Total
Collective labour agreement
Without collective labour agreement
Indefinite-term employment contract
Fixed-term employment contract
Seasonal employees
Full-time employees
Part-time employees

2009
458
458
0
456
2
4
456
2

2010
422
422
0
421
1
0
418
4

Men
381
381
0
376
5
0
381
0

2011
Women
39
39
0
39
0
0
39
0

Total
420
420
0
415
5
0
420
0

At CORINTH PIPEWORKS, all employees (100%) receive remuneration above the level provided for by the National
General Collective Labour Agreement for their sector.
Additional Benefits
Having surpassed the level of employee benefits required by law, the Company oﬀers a number of additional
benefits to reward its personnel. Some of the main additional benefits oﬀered by the Company include:
• loans and financial support, according to corporate policy;
• staﬀ transportation via Company means;
• financial assistance in emergency personal or family circumstances, beyond the amount covered by
insurance;
• life-health insurance and out-of-hospital coverage for executives;
• life insurance and hospitalisation cover for other staﬀ;
• executive staﬀ savings plan;
• provision of housing, company car and mobile phone, according to Company policy.
CORINTH PIPEWORKS provides its executives with incentives for savings. Employee participation is optional
and unlimited, and for 2011, amounted to euro 14,450, representing 33% of the total amount (the Company
paid in 67%).
Finally, the Company supports the families of its employees by implementing group insurance schemes (medical
care and indemnity), preventive check-ups, blood bank, financial aid when need arises, etc.
Support programmes
for serious illnesses
Programme beneficiaries
Employees
Employees’ families
Members of the community

Education/
Training
Yes No
√

√
√

√

Counselling
services
Yes No

Risk prevention /
evaluation
Yes No
√

√
√

√
√

Blood
bank
Yes No
√
√
√
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Note that the above benefits (excluding the executive savings programme) apply to all employees, as there is
no discrimination on the basis of work agreement type.
Support in balancing professional and personal life
The Company's social face is also expressed through its support in balancing one's professional and personal
life. CORINTH PIPEWORKS supports employee families in various ways, such as:
• rewarding employees' children who have been admitted to universities with a laptop;
• Christmas party and gift certificates for children of employees up to age 12;
• free three-week summer camp for children of Company executives up to age 14;
• financial assistance in emergency personal or family circumstances, beyond the amount covered
by insurance.
CORINTH PIPEWORKS actively supports families and employees with children through various additional
benefits. In addition, the Company provides maternity leave as required by law to employees who have had
or are about to have a baby. In 2011, four Company employees were entitled to special maternity leave and
all received it. All employees receiving maternity leave continue to be employed by the Company 12 months
after receiving it.
Internal Communication
Internal communication contributes to an increased level of cooperation among employees, provides
information on important issues and promotes a climate of trust between workers and management. For this
reason, CORINTH PIPEWORKS follows an "open door" policy whereby management is always willing to listen to
and discuss the concerns of its human resources.

5.4 Employee Evaluation
Employee evaluation is a practice with multiple benefits for both employees and the Company, as it:
• rewards good professional performance;
• encourages eﬀorts to improve performance following agreement on training and development
programmes;
• utilises employee skills by aligning individual and company goals;
• implements personnel career planning;
• promotes professional competition among employees;
• improves communication between the individual being evaluated and the evaluator.
CORINTH PIPEWORKS implements a form of employee evaluation according to which the employees are
assessed on the basis of performance of their duties and their goals.
Personnel evaluation
Employees evaluated
Employee Total
% of total
Evaluated employees with access
to their evaluation results

2009

2010

162
458
35.4%

197
422
46.7%

32%

33%

Men
168
381
29%

2011
Women
11
39
44%

Total
179
420
43%

38%

50%

38%
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The main goal of employee evaluations is to
provide feedback to employees with the aim
of improving their job performance. The
evaluation results are accessible to employees.

5.5 Training
Through further training and education,
employees are able to strengthen their skills
and enhance their personal and professional
development. CORINTH PIPEWORKS provides
ongoing opportunities for education and
training for its employees by sponsoring
annual educational programmes within and
outside the Company. In 2011, approximately 61.9% of the Company's employees participated in at least one
training course.

Year Employee category

Total
number
of employees
by category
2011 Executives
70
Blue- and white-collar employees
350
Employee Total
420
2010 Executives
70
Blue- and white-collar employees
352
Employee Total
422
2009 Executives
71
Blue- and white-collar employees
387
Employee Total
458

Number
of employees
who
received training
30
230
260
22
313
335
21
232
253

Total hours
of training

1,166
2,763
3,929
416
4,548
4,964
338
3,376
3,714

Annual
average
hours of
training
38.87
12.01
15.11
10.7
11.9
11.8
16.10
14.55
14.67

Our Targets for 2012
• Train the Corporate Responsibility Team on related issues.
• Conduct training on human rights issues for Company security personnel and executive
staﬀ.
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6. Occupational Health and Safety

Occupational Health and Safety is the utmost priority for CORINTH PIPEWORKS. Company management is
committed to taking all necessary measures required to create a safe working environment. In this framework, it
implements a Health and Safety Management System certified according to the international standard OHSAS
18001:2007. In addition, it makes significant investments each year toward ongoing upgrades and improvements
in Health and Safety infrastructures.
Overview of 2011
Health and Safety Expenditures by
category (in euro)

Training Indicators on Occupational
Health and Safety issues: Number of
participants and total training hours

Total Incidents for the Year
19

1,295

104,099
8
447
55

2011
Annual number of injuries or accidents leading to
absence from work
Accidents that did not lead to absence from work
(minor accidents)

2011
Number of courses
Participating employees
Total hours of training

Fire safety (maintenance /
upgrading of ﬁre-safety
equipment)

Personal Protective
Equipment (PPE)

53,304

25,292
32,424

Medical service
and Health monitoring

training in Health,
6,530 Personnel
Safety and Environment
issues
7,490
Consulting services
43,143

Projects for area
cleaning
Projects for upgrading safety
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CORINTH PIPEWORKS' Commitment
CORINTH PIPEWORKS is committed to making continuous efforts to improve its performance in the
area of Occupational Health and Safety. It implements a Health and Safety Policy based on which
the Company:
• Sets as a primary and ongoing goal the achievement of the highest level of Health and Safety for all its
activities aiming at zero accidents.
• Supports the allocation of all necessary resources (financial, human, organisational, etc.) in order to achieve
this level.
• Acknowledges that the promotion of Health and Safety is a best business practice and is therefore
committed to its continuous improvement.
• Commits to conformance with all relevant legislation and the application of the highest standards in Health
and Safety.
• Recognises Health and Safety as a key criterion for evaluating and making any business decision.
• Assigns the highest priority to accident prevention and the control of hazardous situations and actions
before they occur.
• Acknowledges the paramount importance of the human factor in Health and Safety and ensures the
continuous updating and upgrading of the Company's human resources in this area.
• Supports the active participation of the Company’s entire workforce, regardless of job position, in an eﬀort
to upgrade its performance in the area of Health and Safety.
• Seeks to promote a Safety culture in all Company activities, including the activities of associated companies,
contractors, etc.

6.1 Investments and Operating Expenses in Health and Safety
As CORINTH PIPEWORKS strives to upgrade Occupational Health and Safety infrastructures, it makes
significant investments on an annual basis. As such, total expenditures on Health and Safety in 2011
exceeded euro 272,282.

Health and Safety expenditures by category

Fire safety (maintenance /
upgrading of ﬁre-safety
equipment)

Personal Protective
Equipment (PPE)

9%
12%

38%

Projects for area
cleaning

20%

Health and Safety Expenditures (in euro)

3%

16%

2%

Medical service and
Health monitoring

353,087
306,877

Personnel training in Health,
Safety and Environment issues

Counselling services

Projects for upgrading safety

524,301
443,439

272,282
2007

2008

2009

2010

2011
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6.2 Occupational Health & Safety Management System
The integrated management of Health and Safety issues at CORINTH PIPEWORKS is achieved through an
Occupational Health and Safety Management System which has been in place for more than 10 years and
is certified to the OHSAS 18001:2007 international standard. This system helps to achieve integrated
management of Health and Safety at the Company, along with making continuous improvements in
performance in this area.
In addition, a Health and Safety Council has been created with the participation of all plant executives
(managers, department heads and engineers). The group consists of 20 employees who are competent to
manage Health and Safety issues and to ensure continuous improvement in this area. At the same time, the
Company's performance in Health and Safety is due to a great degree to the participation of all employees and
the sense of responsibility they demonstrate in related issues.

6.3 Occupational Health and Safety Programmes
As part of the Occupational Health and Safety Management System, a number of action plans are implemented
each year to reduce accidents, monitor and/ or eliminate hazards, upgrade the work environment and improve
the Company's overall performance in Health and Safety. Some of the programmes implemented in 2011 or
which were under way since the previous year are presented below:
Employee Prevention and Health Monitoring Programme
• Operation of a fully equipped medical clinic on Company
premises to provide emergency medical help when needed.
• Specific checkups conducted in the clinic (hearing and vision
testing) by an occupational health physician.
• Access to health counselling.
• Implementation of periodic vaccination programme for
employees.
• Access to complete medical examinations for employees at other diagnostic centres (203 employees
underwent testing in 2011).
• Operation of a blood bank to meet the needs of employees and their families. Three blood drives were
held in 2011, collecting a total of 86 units of blood (for more information on blood drives, see SOCIETY,
section 8.3).
Prevention Programme for Employee Safety
• Continuous Health and Safety inspections are conducted with the participation of managers, supervisors and
other employees to identify hazardous actions and situations and to take immediate corrective and preventive
measures to prevent incidents from occurring.
• Workplace safety guidelines which include basic safety rules for each task are printed and distributed to all
Company personnel.
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• A Health, Safety and Environmental Guide, which contains
essential guidelines and best practices on safety, is given
to newly hired personnel.
• Printed instructions and obligations for plant visitors which
outline security issues are made available.
• Safety requirements are issued for contractors to ensure
they conform with CORINTH PIPEWORKS' requirements
and apply the Company's principles on Health and Safety. The compliance of contractors is a necessary
prerequisite for working with the Company.
• Selection, procurement and use of all required personal protection equipment to ensure maximum safety
for employees in terms of equipment and protect them from possible exposure to workplace hazards or
adverse environmental or weather conditions that may arise in their work areas.
Occupational Health and Safety Training Programme for Employees
• Training in first aid and how to deal with accidents: The Company provides first aid training to staﬀ in
cooperation with a department of the Hellenic Red Cross. More than 100 employees have already been
trained, and the programme is repeated annually.
• In-house training on Safe Work Instructions: This is extremely specialised training, since it focuses on a specific
work position each time. It oﬀers the opportunity to analyse the requirements of the position in depth. In
addition to the dissemination of knowledge, it is also useful as an internal consultation and participation tool
for continuous improvement.
• Executive training: In addition to executives' personal development, the programme contributes to the
assumption of responsibility for Safety management and increased participation in improvementoriented efforts.
Programme to Monitor Working Conditions
• Monitoring work conditions. Measurements are carried out with respect to noise, lighting, airborne particles,
non-ionising electromagnetic radiation, ionising radiation and the quality of drinking water.
Risk Assessment and Management Programme
• Update of risk assessment study.
• Planning and implementation of measures to monitor and/or eliminate identified hazards.
• Conducted in tandem with programme for the continuous improvement of facilities and work environment.
Programme for Continuous Improvement of Facilities and Work Environment
• The programme aims at the continuous upgrading of facilities (improved access, movement of personnel,
material management, etc.) through resolution of everyday problems, facility maintenance and other actions.
• Utilisation of all sources of suggestions for specific interventions and improvements as follows:
- occupational risk assessment study of the plant;
- daily inspections carried out by the Health, Safety and Environment Department at the plant’s facilities;
- scheduled or unexpected plant inspections by executives, with participation of middle management (e.g.
foremen);
- suggestions from external observers (customers, inspectors, etc.);
- staﬀ suggestions, which now constitute the majority of proposals for improvement.
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6.4 Monitoring Performance in Occupational Health and Safety
CORINTH PIPEWORKS systematically monitors and records its performance in the area of Occupational Health and
Safety. The Company has set a goal to continuously reduce the number of on-the-job accidents with the aim of
maintaining the level of work-related illness at zero.
Injury and absenteeism rates
Annual number of injuries or accidents
leading to absence from work
Accidents that did not cause absence from work (minor accidents)*
Near misses*
Absences – Lost days due to accidents
(excluding maternity leave)
Number of fatal accidents
Work-related illness
Incident Frequency Rate
Incident Severity Rate

2009

2010

2011

13
35
19

5
26
26

8
19
41

257
0
0
12
1.6

132
0
0
5.9
1.1

498
0
0
7.8
3.25

(*) The apparent increase in near-misses and accidents that did not result in any employee absence from 2007 onwards simply
represents an increase in reporting of such accidents.
NOTES: In calculating lost days, the count begins with the day after the accident occurred. Minor accidents = only ﬁrst aid required,
no workdays lost.

In 2011, there were two serious accidents at CORINTH PIPEWORKS involving an employee coming
into contact with a moving pipe. This led to an increased absence indicator (lost days due to
accident). With the aim of preventing and dealing with similar accidents, the Company took the
following corrective actions:
• It completed infrastructure work to isolate crossings with the aim of minimising worker contact with
moving pipes (zero access).
• In cooperation with specialised Health and Safety consultants, it conducted targeted training for foremen
and department heads. In 2011, 148 hours of training were completed and involved 53 persons.

Training Indicators on Occupational Health and Safety issues:
Average hours of training per year per employee

Training Indicators on Occupational Health and Safety issues:
Number of participants and total training hours

4.8
2,196
4.2

2.7

1,616

1,360

3.1

1,753

3.1
8 88

2007
2007

2008

1,295
20 180

2008

39 311
33

380

2009
2009
2010

2011

Number of courses
Participating employees
Total hours of training

55

447

2010
2011
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Total Incidents for the Year
4
45

Incident Frequency Indicators

35

12

9

12

17
29

10

16
26

14
20

19

13
12

2004 2005
2006 2007

7.8

2008 2009

5

2010

5.9

8

2011

Annual number of injuries or accidents leading to absence from work
Accidents that did not lead to absence from work (minor accidents)

Frequency Rate =

8

13

number of accidents Χ 106
number of man-hours worked

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

Incident Severity Indicators
5

4

Severity Rate =

3.25

Man-hours lost
due to accidents Χ 103
number of man-hours worked

1.6
1

2006

2007

1.1

2008

2009

2010

2011

No occupational illnesses have been registered at the Company.

The Company fully conforms to the pertinent legal provisions and follows procedures required by law for
recording and reporting work-related accidents and diseases. The procedures the Company follows for recording
and reporting occupational accidents and diseases are consistent with the standards of the International Labour
Organisation (ILO). Meanwhile, an internal accident reporting and investigation procedure is in place which
concludes with the preparation of an accident investigation report and formulation of corrective/ preventive
actions which are implemented as part of the Company’s improvement plan. This internal procedure is
implemented for all accidents and near misses in order to prevent reoccurrence.

Our Targets for 2012
• Reduce accidents and further improve rates.
• Conduct 300 safety visits with the participation of middle managers (department foremen).
• Install audible alarm notification systems in all production areas - Conduct 12 evacuation
drills.
• Install fume extractors to collect emulsion fumes in HFIW line. Eliminate hazy air; achieve
cleaner space.
• Upgrade lining equipment TLP 56 (internal pipe lining – Thisvi Lining Plant) to enable use of
new technology paints without solvents (high solid paints) - Reduce organic fume
concentrations, eliminate use of protective masks needed for protection from organic solvents.
• Take measures to control worker exposure to noise – Reduce noise level by 5 dBA at certain
work stations (based on noise study).
• Conduct study of explosive atmosphere conditions according to the ATEX directive
throughout plant.
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7. Environment

CORINTH PIPEWORKS' commitment to protecting the environment and to Sustainable Development is reflected
in both the Company's values and through the Environmental Policy it has formulated and conforms to. This
commitment to the environment is evident in CORINTH PIPEWORKS' continuous eﬀorts to reduce its
environmental footprint by taking responsible actions that contain and minimise the Company's impact on the
natural environment.
Overview of 2011

Electric Energy Consumption

Water Consumption for Industrial Use

Waste Management Method 2011

75,301

26,170

Recycling

25,393
22,772

m3

MWh

59,412

96.5%

Re-use*

1.8%
1.7%

Disposal in
landﬁlls

30,574

2009

2010

2011

2009

2010

2011

*Re-use (energy re-use or other type)
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CORINTH PIPEWORKS' Commitment
CORINTH PIPEWORKS' Environmental Policy represents the Management’s commitment to operating
with absolute respect for the environment and its stakeholders. The Company's Policy seeks to raise
environmental awareness and encourage responsibility on the part of both Management and
employees. CORINTH PIPEWORKS' Environmental Policy relies on the following main principles applied
by the Company:
1. Conformance with applicable European Union and Greek environmental legislation and maintaining
compliance with permissible emission limits at the Company plant.
2. Responsible operation entailing full knowledge of environmental impacts and implementation of
appropriate measures to minimise them.
3. Working with appropriately licensed waste management companies (collection, transport, utilisation and
disposal) whose management practices are in accordance with current legislation.
4. Transparency through participation in an open dialogue on environmental issues with all partners,
governmental and non-governmental organisations, academic institutions, local communities and society
as a whole.
5. Education, information and raising Company staﬀ awareness of environmental issues so that they can
actively participate in Environmental Management.
6. Application of an Environmental Management System to ensure continuous improvement of the
Company’s environmental performance, to fully comply with existing legislation and to reduce its
environmental footprint.

Excerpt from the Company Health, Safety and Environment Policy
CORINTH PIPEWORKS is committed to using safe and responsible Health, Safety and Environmental standards
and to conforming with all the Company’s pertinent regulations and standards. This policy demonstrates the
Company's commitment to protecting the Health and Safety of its employees and the Environment. The
implementation of this policy is the Management’s primary goal and the responsibility of all CORINTH
PIPEWORKS employees.
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7.1 Environmental Expenditures and Investments
With the aim of protecting the environment and reducing its
environmental footprint, CORINTH PIPEWORKS makes significant
investments and expenditures on an annual basis. In 2011, these
expenditures amounted to euro 297,715.

Environmental Expenditures 2011

euro

188,720

7.2 Environmental Management System

24,073

53,304
11,700

2011

19,918

At CORINTH PIPEWORKS, environmental management is
Waste management
Support for Environment Department, consulting services, etc.
conducted in an organised and integrated manner, through an
New environmental projects
Environmental Management System certified to the ISO
Projects to clean areas and avoid degrading the environment
14001:2004 standard. As part of this System, the Company
Other expenditures (environmental measurements, operation of antipolluting equipment, etc.)
annually implements targeted programmes aimed at reducing
its environmental footprint. The programmes implemented in
2011 are the following:
• A programme to identify and manage environmental impacts
• A programme to improve waste storage within the plant
• A programme to improve sorting of recyclable materials within the plant
• A programme to improve infrastructure for environmental emergencies
• A programme to improve use of natural resources (raw materials)
• A programme for personnel training
• A programme to monitor environmental performance.
Administrative Structure and Training on the Environment
CORINTH PIPEWORKS has established a specific administrative structure to manage environmental issues and
has also created a special Environment Department staffed by
Organisational Structure for the
qualified personnel to implement the Company’s Environmental
Environment
CORINTH PIPEWORKS
Management System and monitor environmental projects and
their progress.
GENERAL
MANAGER

The eﬀective protection of the environment is the result of the
combined eﬀorts and culture of all employees. CORINTH
PIPEWORKS strives to educate and raise the awareness of its
employees by staging relevant training seminars. In 2011, a total
of 319 persons received training on environmental issues.

PLANT
MANAGER

HEALTH, SAFETY &
ENVIRONMENT
DEPARTMENT

7.3 Environmental Issues at CORINTH PIPEWORKS
Aiming for integrated environmental management, CORINTH PIPEWORKS has identified, and monitors and
manages all areas which interact with the natural environment and where operations have an
environmental impact.
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•
•
•
•

use of natural resources (such as water, energy, consumption of raw materials such as steel and other
materials, etc.);
use of chemical substances;
air emissions management;
liquid and solid waste management.

Raw Materials
CORINTH PIPEWORKS uses raw and other materials for its production process. For the purpose of conserving
natural resources, it has defined a set of indicators with which it monitors the use of the raw materials it
obtains and sustainably manages natural resources. The Company’s main goal is to continuously improve
these indicators. Steel is the main raw material that CORINTH PIPEWORKS procures and uses. For this reason,
it has intensified its efforts for optimal use and management, striving to maintain the degree of steel
utilisation at high levels.
Safe Use of Raw and Other Materials
The Company takes all necessary measures to ensure the protection of the environment from the chemical
substances used at its plant and above all fully complies with current legislative provisions. Specifically, the
Company maintains a mechanism which ensures that all chemical substances used at its facilities are
transported, stored, used and disposed of in a manner which:
• eliminates and minimises health risks to employees involved;
• minimises the waste generated from the use of chemicals;
• minimises the risk of any chemical being released into the environment (air, soil, water).
In addition, in order to correctly manage chemical products in accordance with the specifications of Material
Safety Data Sheets (MSDS), the Company follows these measures:
• storage in water-tight and secured areas;
• educates users to avoid and manage leaks;
• conducts preparedness drills for dealing with emergencies;
• reduces the quantity of chemical substances kept in stock;
• immediately disposes of waste (minimising storage time at the facility).
CORINTH PIPEWORKS' Health, Safety and Environment Department maintains an up-to-date MSDS database
on all materials used at the plant. Each and every material is handled in accordance with supplier instructions,
as outlined in the Data Sheets.
CORINTH PIPEWORKS has placed special catch basins at all points where a chemical leak could occur. In this
way, it ensures that chemicals cannot be released into the environment.

Zero chemical leaks
As a result of the safety procedures and preventive measures implemented by the Company, there were no chemical leaks
into the environment in 2011.
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Use of Energy
CORINTH PIPEWORKS consumes thermal and electrical energy to power its production plant.
Thermal Energy
In 2011, a total of 6,228 MWh of thermal energy were consumed through the use of:
• diesel for vehicles;
• heating diesel;
• diesel for electrical generators;
• LPG for powering production machinery.
In 2011, the use of thermal energy dropped by 6.7% as a result of reduced consumption of the aforementioned
fuels (LPG, etc.). There was a corresponding drop of 43.1% in thermal energy consumption per product ton for
the same reasons.

Speciﬁc Thermal Energy
Consumption per Product

Thermal Energy Consumption*
6,678

0.044

0.151
0.140

0.036

0.025

MWh/ tn product

MWh

6,228

MWh/ tn product

6,657

Speciﬁc Electric Energy
Consumption per Product

0.103

2009
2010

2009
2010

2011

2011

2009
2010

2011

*Data on thermal energy consumption and consumption per product for 2009 and 2010 have been revised to include
heating oil.

Electric Energy
Total consumption of electric energy in 2011 amounted to 25,393 MWh, marking an 11.5% increase
over 2010. The increase was due to the nature of the products. Conversely, specific electric energy
consumption (consumption per product ton) showed a 31.8% drop, indicating improved efficiency in
the Company's energy use.

Renewable Energy Sources
A second solar-powered network hub was installed and began operating at the Thisvi plant in 2011, following
the installation of the first hub in 2010. The station uses solar panels to charge a battery array and can provide
power on a 24-hour basis. The Company is exploring the possibility of expanding the use of solar energy to
other locations.

Climate Change
CORINTH PIPEWORKS takes measures to limit gas emissions that contribute to climate change through use of
filters, conserving energy and the use of environmentally friendlier forms of energy (LPG) and so on.
The measures that the Company has taken in this direction result in an ongoing reduction of both direct
(combustion of fossil fuels) and indirect (electric energy consumption) carbon dioxide emissions. Total
emissions (direct and indirect) for 2011 rose by 10.1% over the previous year mainly due to increased
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Direct and Indirect CO2* Emissions

production that required greater electric
energy consumption.

Indirect CO2 emissions

Direct CO2 emissions

* The quantity of direct emissions is calculated on the
30,000

basis of consumption of LPG in production, and the

24,862

consumption of heating and transport diesel. In
22,500

calculating CO2 emissions, a factor of 0.95 kg CO2/KWh
tn

is used.

24,072

21,634

* The revised direct and indirect emissions for 2009 and

15,000

2010 resulted from rounding oﬀ the factor used from
7,500

0.948 kg CO2/KWh to 0.95 kg CO2/KWh.

1,589

1,581

1,480

2010

2011

0

2009

Air Emissions*
VOCs

NOx

80.00

72

68
60.00

tn

Air Emissions
In 2011, there was an increase in volatile organic
compound (VOC) emissions due to an increased
use of paints, which in turn was the result of
increased production of products with organic
coating. Fluctuations in VOC emissions are due
to the varying total operating time of the
internal lining unit due to the different
requirements of each order. The Company is
working with suppliers of coating and lining
materials to replace paints with new low-VOC
content products.
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40.00

20.00

1.8

1.8

1.5

2010

2011

0

Total nitrogen oxide (NOx) emissions were
down by 14.5%.
Greenhouse gas emissions that arose from
the own-electricity generating facility were
eliminated in 2011, as its use was
insignificant, mainly because of the steady
supply of electricity.

2009

* The quantity of NOx is calculated on the basis of LPG and diesel
consumption.
* NOx emissions for 2009 and 2010 were revised because the arithmetic
expression did not include diesel for power and heating.

Use of Water
CORINTH PIPEWORKS follows practices aimed at reducing water use at its plant. Specifically, it uses a cooling
water recycling system on all of its production lines which achieves a recycling rate of about 60% of total water
used. The total quantity of water used in 2011 amounted to 41,915 m3, of which 18,344 m3 was recycled in
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Water consumption for industrial use

production (40.4% of the total volume of water
used). The reduced use of water is mainly due to
the Company's product mix.

80,000

75,301

m3

60,000

59,412

40,000

30,574

20,000

30,574 m3
Water transport network from the
Mornos River.
For industrial use (filling cooling
tanks, etc.).
11,339 m3
Water supply from the
Thisvi Municipal Unit. Used
for drinking and sanitation
purposes.

0

2009

2010

2011

1.6 m3
Purchased bottled water for
drinking. Used in locations which
are not supplied by the Thisvi MU.
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Waste
The Company's production process, as in any other industry, generates various types of waste which CORINTH
PIPEWORKS takes care to manage responsibly and according to law.
The Company implements a series of sequential practices to ensure the least possible environmental impact.
Under the waste management process implemented by the Company, the primary goal is to reduce the volume
of waste being generated, followed by recycling, re-use and recovery practices to radically decrease the final
volume of waste being disposed of in landfills.

Waste Products
Metal packaging
Metal particles and dust
Welding waste
Paper
Lumber
Plastic
Vehicle tyres
Electric and electronic equipment
Paint Powder
Waste
Materials for energy use
Lubricant waste
Batteries
Paint and varnish waste
Emulsions
Contaminated soil
Grease waste
Contaminated absorbent materials
Fluorescent lamps
Total Waste

Management Method
2009
6.6
573.9
100
5.9
35.7
210.4
2.1
1.7
193.6
514.6
0
34.6
2.7
36.8
115.7
6.5
1.1
4.8
0.3
14,369

Recycling
Recycling
Re-use
Recycling
Recycling
Recycling
Recycling
Recycling
Re-use
Disposal in landfills
Re-use
Recycling
Recycling
Re-use
Re-use
Re-use
Re-use
Re-use
Recycling

The increase in both the total amount of waste and the
amount of scrap steel is due to increased production
in 2011.
The waste management methods used by the Company
result in an ongoing reduction of both the total amount
of waste and the amount of waste ending up in landfills.
CORINTH PIPEWORKS cooperates exclusively with
properly licensed companies for the transportation,
processing, re-use and disposal of all waste products. The

Quantity (in t)
2010
2011
5.1
6.9
310.5
318.9
30
150
24.6
31.6
113
128.8
141.1
120.7
2.9
3.6
6.6
7.9
89.3
94.8
86.2
61.2
139.2
196.6
26.8
17.8
2.6
2.6
63.6
32.4
626.7
70.1
0.0
5.8
6.1
8.6
2
5.7
0.2
0.2
11,633
1,264

Waste Management Method 2011
Re-use*

Recycling

44.6%

4.8%

50.5%
*Re-use (energy re-use or other type)

Disposal
in landﬁlls
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licenses of these companies are checked and filed in the Company’s Health, Safety and Environment
Department records.
All waste is recycled, re-used or disposed of in a manner consistent with current environmental legislation.

Noise
CORINTH PIPEWORKS strictly adheres to all legal directives concerning noise levels emitted during the
Company’s production operation. All sources of noise have been registered in all facilities and measures
have been adopted to reduce noise levels where possible, both to protect employee health and for
environmental reasons.
Protection of Nature and Biodiversity
The CORINTH PIPEWORKS premises are located in the Thisvi Industrial Area, in an established industrial zone
and outside protected areas or areas of high biodiversity. Therefore, it is believed that the Company’s operations
do not have a direct impact on the biodiversity of protected areas or other areas of high biodiversity value.
However, the Company ensures that it takes all necessary precautions to reduce as far as possible any impact
from its operation on the natural environment in which it operates.
Transportation
Both the nature of the Company's activities and the location of its plant assume the transport of its human
resources, along with transfer of raw materials and products to and from the production facility.
It should be noted that the location of the plant near the Thisvi Port virtually eliminates the need for road
transport of products (from the plant to the port), so that impacts are limited to those caused by sea transport,
which are unavoidable in any case.
CORINTH PIPEWORKS' goal is to limit CO2 air emissions released by liquid fuel consumption in transporting its
human resources. To address this, the Company has taken a number of initiatives, such as:
• installation and use of video conferencing (teleconference) for communicating with customers and partners
abroad;
• providing rent subsidies for executives to live in the area;
• transporting staﬀ with company buses;
• employing staﬀ from the local community;
• encouraging car pooling to work.

Our Targets for 2012
• Issue and revise guidelines related to the Environment.
• Plant trees on the plant grounds.
• Design and construct special area for storing welding waste.
• Pave parking area for associate subcontractor vehicles.
• Construct watertight reservoirs to store municipal waste at the plant.
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8. Society

For CORINTH PIPEWORKS, the harmonious coexistence and cooperation with its local communities are very
important. The Company's goal is to contribute to the development and sustainability of local communities,
which are characterised by a relatively mono-dimensional economic activity, chiefly of the primary sector
(agriculture and livestock farming). As a major part of the Company's needs for human resources and for supplies
and services is met locally, it is believed that CORINTH PIPEWORKS' operation in the Thisvi Industrial Area has a
positive impact on both the local job market and on local businesses.

Distribution of Social Product

Overview of 2011

Payments to capital providers

Employment of Staﬀ from the Local Community
Number of employees
370
% of total
88%
Supporting Local Entrepreneurship
Number of local suppliers
% of total active suppliers

40%
Taxes paid
Insurance
contributions

11
13%

Employee salaries
and beneﬁts

3%1%

12%
0,04%

Investments in local
community (total support)

2%

42%

Total
investments

Payments to
suppliers
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8.1 Dialogue with the Local Community
In June 2011, CORINTH PIPEWORKS actively participated in the planning and implementation of an open
event called "Getting to know the Thisvi Industrial Area in the Sustainable Development Framework," which
was staged in cooperation with its subsidiary Management and Administration of Thisvi Industrial Area
(DIA.VI.PE.THI.V. S.A.).

The purpose of the event was to give representatives of local administration, public organisations and area
residents the opportunity to receive information about the activities of companies established in the
Industrial Area, as well as to express their opinions, concerns and needs with regard to the companies there
and in relation to Sustainable Development.

CORINTH PIPEWORKS noted residents'
opinions and needs in detail through a special
questionnaire and formulated an action plan
on the basis of the responses.
The questionnaire was completed by more than
100 persons and the leading suggestions
(including pre-selected actions) were as follows:
• in the area of Health, there was an
expressed need to improve Health Services
and to coordinate a visiting physician
programme with doctors of various
specialisations to the area;
• in the area of Education, a need was
registered for technology and scholarships;
• in the area of Entrepreneurship, suggestions were made to hold events to promote local products;
• in the area of Environment, support for tree planting actions was requested.

Also at the event, information was provided for the members of the Thiva City Council, local councils,
organisations and members of the public on how the Industrial Area was established and on the Corporate
Responsibility programmes of CORINTH PIPEWORKS and the other companies in the area. Particular
emphasis was placed on the companies' efforts to protect the natural environment of the area. In addition,
participants were given a tour of the Thisvi Industrial Area to learn about the activities of the companies
established there and about the role of the Industrial Area in the overall development of the region (more
information on the event is included in Section 2).

8.2 Action Programme to Support Local Community
In order to contribute to the improvement of the quality of life both in Thisvi and in the other
communities, in 2011 CORINTH PIPEWORKS developed a social action plan with an emphasis on
Education, Health and Sports.
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8. Society

Action in Education

CORINTH PIPEWORKS continued to support the school community of
the area in 2011 by:
• Providing heating oil to all 10 schools of the Thisvi Municipal
Unit;
• Covering the cost of transporting students participating in
educational field trips;
• Transferring students from Domvrena to the beach at Agios
Nikolaos for beach cleaning as part of World Environment Day;
• Providing a personal computer to the Domvrena Primary School
for its educational needs;
• Providing financial support for the Thespies Primary School;
• Providing free copies of Pathways – the GRI sustainability
reporting cycle: A handbook for small and not-so-small
organisations to university students.

Each year, CORINTH PIPEWORKS holds a Christmas holiday event for pupils of the primary schools and
kindergartens in the Thisvi Municipal Unit. The 2011 Christmas party was held in a special events facility at the
Company plant in the Thisvi Industrial Area and was attended by 121 children and their parents. A number of
activities were held as part of the event, including:
• making Christmas cards;
• music and movement games with Christmas music and life-sized dolls;
• construction of marotte doll (fairy or elf ) for each child;
• face painting;
• distribution of gifts.
Additionally, the activity was expanded to include students from the Middle and Upper Secondary Schools of
the Thisvi Local Unit, who received Christmas gifts (50 students total).
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Action in Health

Action in Sports

CORINTH PIPEWORKS supports actions which aim to safeguard
human health as well as provide information and raise awareness
of the local community on related issues:
• Once again, the Company held a first aid course, in cooperation
with the Samaritans of the Hellenic Red Cross. The course was
completed with success in the both Athens and Thisvi, with 48
participants, of whom 20 are permanent residents of the Thisvi
Local Unit in the Municipality of Thiva.
• Oﬀered financial support to the "Panagia Makariotissa"
Association to provide medical information and stage its annual
blood drive.

CORINTH PIPEWORKS believes that sports are a precious social
commodity to which everyone should have access. For this reason,
the Company assists local sports clubs and supports their athletic
events. In 2011, the Company sponsored the following clubs and
organisations:
• PAOK of KYRIAKI village
• ELIKON SPORTS CLUB
• ELOPIAKOS SPORTS CLUB
• EPAMEINONDAS SPORTS CLUB
• THIVA SPORTS CLUB
• THESPIAKOS SPORTS CLUB

In addition, for the second consecutive year, CORINTH PIPEWORKS supported the 12th Euchidian Feat (an
ultramarathon from Delphi to Plataies - 107.5 km) which took place 31 July 2011.
Other Social Actions
CORINTH PIPEWORKS recognises the needs of local communities and responds with great sensitivity in a various
ways. In 2011, it supported numerous local organisations, such as:
• the Thiva Fire Brigade, by donating lumber to build a fire guardhouse near Ellopia village.
• the Thisvi Municipal Unit, providing spotlights to light up the castle on Alyki beach.
• the Local Unit of Prodromos, through donations of hollow sections and financial support to complete
earthworks in the Saranti area to repair damage caused by a water leak in the Mornos Lake water transfer
channel.
• the Holy Metropolis of Thiva and Livadia.
• the Monastery of Agia Varvara to provide heating oil.
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Additionally, the Company supported Transparency International Greece in staging a conference on "State and
Corruption: How to build high levels of integrity," which took place 9 May 2011. Transparency International
Greece is a non-governmental organisation which has been actively working to combat corruption since 1997.

8.3 Employee Volunteer Actions for Society
CORINTH PIPEWORKS supports and promotes volunteer actions by employees. Volunteerism promotes team
spirit, boosts employee morale, builds confidence and self-esteem and enriches social skills.
CORINTH PIPEWORKS employees demonstrate their social sensitivity in practice, not only by contributing but
also by staging actions of their own initiative to support vulnerable social groups, along with actions to protect
the environment.

Beach Clean-up
A successful volunteer beach clean-up was held in October 2011 at the Thisvi Municipal Unit beaches in
Alyki, Agios Nikoloas and Saranti. The beach clean-up was undertaken by employees of CORINTH
PIPEWORKS and DIA.VI.PE.THI.V., as well as volunteer residents and students from the villages of Ellopia,
Xironomi, Domvrena, Thisvi and Hostia, under the leadership of the Hellenic Marine Environment Protection
Association "HELMEPA".

A total of 190 kg of rubbish was collected from the beaches.
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Collection of Food, Clothing,
Toys and Books
For the second consecutive year, the CORINTH
PIPEWORKS employee volunteers participated in the
action "Together for Social Solidarity". The action
called for providing support for low-income families
through an in-house awareness campaign aimed at
collecting food, clothing, toys and books. The food
and other goods collected were delivered to the
Metropolis of Thiva and Livadia, which undertook to distribute them to low-income families in the area.
In 2011, a total of 66 boxes with various items were collected and it is notable that despite the adverse economic
conditions, employee contributions were up in comparison to the previous year.

Volunteer Blood Drive
Each year, in cooperation with the Athens General
Hospital, CORINTH PIPEWORKS holds a volunteer
blood drive on its premises. Since 2002, the Company
has maintained a blood bank to meet the needs of
its employees and their families. Three blood drives
were held in 2011:
• two at the Company plant in cooperation with
the Athens General Hospital; and
• one at the Company's main oﬃces in cooperation
with "Aghia Sophia" Children's Hospital.

Volunteer employee blood donations
Year
2008
2009
2010
2011

Since 2002 when the blood bank was launched, we have assisted 171 persons.

Our Targets for 2012
• Support the objectives of local sports and cultural associations.
• Support activities of schools in the Thisvi Local Unit.

Units of blood
46
48
100
86
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9.Key Corporate Responsibility Performance
Indicators
The key financial, environmental and social performance indicators for CORINTH PIPEWORKS for 2011 are
presented below:
Economic Development
Net sales (in thousand euro)
Net proﬁt (in thousand euro) – before taxes
Equity (in thousand euro)
Net proﬁt (in thousand euro) – after taxes
Total assets (in thousand euro)
Total capitalisation (in thousand euro)
Equity
Loans
Income from ﬁnancial investments and sale of assets
(in thousand euro)
Operating costs (in thousand euro)
Payments to capital providers (in thousand euro)
Total payments to governmental bodies (taxes paid) (in thousand euro)
Net proﬁt per share (in euro)

2009
276,369
25,280
148,138
18,234
257,225
148,138
51,532
61

2010
142,674
1,012
144,886
(2,484)
246,331
144,886
26,719
4

2011
250,410
5,216
146,893
4,316
283,007
146,893
64,245
0

168,053
22,966
1,885
0.15

107,884
26,909
2,122
(0.02)

235,174
40,118
3,970
0.03

Human Resources
Number of employees
Number of employees with collective agreements
Women / total human resources (%)
Training man-hours (training X hours)
Training costs (in million euro)
Employee salaries and beneﬁts (in thousand euro)
Minor accidents (that did not result in absence from work)
Injuries that resulted in absence from work
Near misses (*)
Absence - Lost days due to illness (maternity leave is not included)
Accident Frequency Rate (Accidents with lost work time X 106/
Total man-hours worked)
Accident Severity Rate (Lost work hours x 103 /
Total man-hours worked)
Number of fatal accidents

2009
458
458
9.2
4,723
65,856
16,681
35
13
19
257
12

2010
422
422
10
5,527
89,270
14,803
26
5
26
132
5.9

2011
420
420
9.3
3,929
55,771
15,077
19
8
41
498
7.8

1.6

1.1

3.25

0

0

0

Marketplace
Payments to suppliers (in thousand euro)
Customer complaints (number)

2009
43,439
4

2010
26,611
0

2011
41,707
1

Environment
Diesel (l)
Heating Oil (l)
Diesel for electric power (l)
Liqueﬁed Petroleum Gas (LPG) (t)
Total thermal energy consumption (MWh)
Total thermal energy consumption (GJ)
Speciﬁc thermal energy consumption (MWh/t product)
Total electric energy consumption (MWh)

2009
295,008
82,450
56,000
141.8
6,657
23,965
0.036
26,170

2010
253,860
57,850
104,000
165.2
6,677
24,039
0.044
22,772

2011
347,892
37,000
51,596
145.2
6,228
22,422
0.025
25,393
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Speciﬁc electric energy consumption (MWh/t product)
Direct CO2 emissions (t)
Indirect CO2 emissions (t)
Total CO2 emissions (t)
Total waste products (t)
Society
Employees from the local community (%)
Voluntary employee blood donations (units)
Total sponsorship amount (euro)

0.140
1,589
24,861
26,450
14,368.8

0.151
1,581
21,634
23,215 (**)
11,632.7

0.103
1,480
24,072
25,552
19,453.9

2009
90.6
48
37,878

2010
90.2
100
39,655

2011
88
86
43,079

Note: Figures in brackets in the table above represent negative numbers.
(*) The apparent increase in near-miss accidents simply indicates an increase in reporting of incidents.
(**) Revised due to typographical error.
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10. GRI Indicators Table
Following is the table which links the contents of the Corporate Responsibility and Sustainable Development
Report 2011 with the GRI - G3.1 indicators.
Description
1.1 Chairman’s statement
1.2 Description of key impacts, risks and opportunities

2.1
2.2

Name of the Company
Primary brands, products, and/or services

2.3

Operational structure of the organization, including main divisions,
operating companies, subsidiaries, and joint ventures

2.4
2.5
2.6
2.7

Location of organization’s headquarters.
Countries were CPW operates
Nature of ownership and legal form
Markets served

2.8

Scale of CPW

2.9
2.10
3.1
3.2

Signiﬁcant changes during the reporting period
Awards received in the reporting period
Reporting period
Date of most recent previous report

3.3
3.4
3.5
3.6

Reporting cycle
Contact point
Process for deﬁning report content
Boundary of the report

3.7
3.8

Speciﬁc limitations on the scope or boundary of the report
Basis for reporting on joint ventures, subsidiaries, leased facilities,
outsourced operations, and other entities

3.9

Data measurement techniques and the bases of calculations

3.10 Explanation of the eﬀect of any re-statements of information
provided in earlier reports

Notes / Section
P. 4 Message from the Chairman of the Board of Directors
P. 4 Message from the Chairman of the Board of Directors /
Chapter 2 § Areas of Corporate Responsibility at CORINTH
PIPEWORKS / 2.1 Organisational Structure for Corporate
Responsibility / 2.3 Performance Related to 2011 Targets / 2.4
Open Dialogue with Stakeholders from Local Community / 2.5
CORINTH PIPEWORKS' Response / 3.4 Risk Management / 3.5 Key
Impact and Opportunities / Chapter 3 § Our Targets for 2012 /
Chapter 4 § Our Targets for 2012 / Chapter 5 § Our Targets for 2012
/ 6.2 Occupational Health and Safety Management System / 6.4
Health and Safety Performance / Chapter 6 § Our Targets for 2012
/ 7.2 Environmental Management System / 7.3 Environmental
Issues at CORINTH PIPEWORKS / Chapter 7 § Our Targets for 2012
/ 8.1 Dialogue with the Local Community / 8.2 Action Programme
to Support Local Community / Chapter 8 § Our Targets for 2012
«Corinth Pipeworks S.A. Pipe Industry and Real Estate»
Introduction of Company Proﬁle Chapter / 1.1 Products and Major
Projects / 4.1 Products and Services
Introduction of Company Proﬁle Chapter, Production and port
facilities Subsidiary Companies / 1.1 Products and Major Projects
/ 4.1 Products and Services
P. 2 About the Report
Introduction of Company Proﬁle Chapter
Societe Anonyme / 3.1 Key Financial Figures
Introduction of Company Proﬁle Chapter, / 1.1 Products and Major
Projects / The Company’s sales are oriented primarily to wholesale
clients-distributors (speciﬁc international projects) rather than
to retail End users
Introduction of Company Proﬁle Chapter, / 1.1 Products and Major
Projects / 3.1 Key Financial Figures / Introduction of Marketplace
Chapter / 4.2 CORINTH PIPEWORKS' Presence in the Marketplace
/ 5.2 Human Resources Data / 9 Key Corporate Responsibility
Performance Indicators
There were no signiﬁcant changes
1.3 Awards, Evaluations and Distinctions
1/1/2011 – 31/12/2011
Corporate Responsibility and Sustainable Development Report
2011
Annual
P. 2 About the Report
P. 2 About the Report
The Report pertains to ie relevant to/involves all activities of
CORINTH PIPEWORKS in Greece (all total number of production
units as these are referred to in the Report). (subsidiaries are not
included). P. 2 About the Report
P. 2 About the Report
Full comparability. As in previous years, the Report does not
include any data on subsidiaries / joint ventures / third parties. /
P. 2 About the Report
P. 2 About the Report / 6.4 Monitoring Performance in
Occupational Health and Safety / 7.3 § Climate Change
There are no re-statements of information which could
signiﬁcantly change the performance. Only small-scale corrections
(7.3 § Climate Change, 7.3 § Atmoshpere) / P. 2 About the Report
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Description
3.11 Signiﬁcant changes from previous reporting periods in the scope,
boundary, or measurement methods applied in the report
3.12 Table identifying the location of the Standard Disclosures in the report
3.13 Policy and current practice with regard to seeking external
assurance for the report
4.1 Governance structure of the organization
4.2 Indicate whether the Chair of the highest governance body
is also an executive oﬃcer
4.3 Number and gender of members of the highest governance body
that are independent and/or non-executive members
4.4 Mechanisms for shareholders and employees to provide
recommendations or direction to the highest governance body
4.5 Linkage between compensation for members of the highest
governance body, senior managers, and executives
4.6 Processes in place for the highest governance body to ensure
conﬂicts of interest are avoided
4.7 Process for determining the composition, qualiﬁcations, and
expertise of the members of the highest governance body and
its committees, including any consideration of gender and other
indicators of diversity
4.8 Internally developed statements of mission or values, codes of
conduct, and values relevant to economic, environmental,
and social performance

4.9

Procedures of the highest governance body for overseeing
the organization’s identiﬁcation and management of economic,
environmental and social performance, including relevant
risks and opportunities

4.10 Processes for evaluating the highest governance body’s own
performance, particularly with respect to economic, environmental,
and social performance
4.11 Explanation of whether and how the precautionary approach
or value is addressed by the organization

4.12 Externally developed economic, environmental, and social
charters, values, or other initiatives to which the organization
subscribes or endorses
4.13 Memberships in associations and/or national/international
advocacy organizations
4.14 List of stakeholder groups engaged by the CPW
4.15 Basis for identiﬁcation and selection of stakeholders
with whom to engage

4.16 Approaches to stakeholder engagement, including frequency
of engagement by type and by stakeholder group
4.17 Key topics and concerns that have been raised through
stakeholder engagement

Notes / Section
There is no change / P. 2 About the Report
P. 80 / GRI Indicators Table
P. 2 About the Report / P. 89 Statement on the Level Check
3.2 Corporate Governance
3.2 Corporate Governance
3.2 Corporate Governance
3.2 Corporate Governance / 5.3 § Internal Communication
3.2 Corporate Governance
3.3 Avoiding Conﬂict of Interests
3.2 Corporate Governance

Corporate Responsibility at CORINTH PIPEWORKS: § Areas of
Corporate Responsibility at CORINTH PIPEWORKS & § Code of
Conduct for Sustainable Development / 3.2 Corporate Governance
/ 5.1 Human Resources Policy / Health and Safety § CORINTH
PIPEWORKS' Commitment / Environment § CORINTH PIPEWORKS'
Commitment
2.1 Organisational Structure for Corporate Responsibility / 2.4
Open Dialogue with Stakeholders from Local Community / 3.4
Risk Management / 3.5 Key Impact and Opportunities / 6.2
Occupational Health and Safety Management System / 7.2
Environmental Management System
3.2 Corporate Governance

3.4 Risk Management / 3.5 Key Impact and Opportunities / 4.3
Product Quality - Certiﬁcations / 5.3 § Additional Beneﬁts / 6.2
Occupational Health and Safety Management System / 6.3 Health
and Safety Programs / 6.4 Monitoring Performance in
Occupational Health and Safety / 7.2 Environmental Management
System / 7.3 § Safe Use of Raw and Other Materials / Annual
Financial Report – Statement of Corporate Governance –
paragraph iii
P. 2 About the Report / 1.4 Participation in Networks / 2.1 § Code
of Conduct for Sustainable Development / 3.2 Corporate
Governance
1.4 Participation in Networks
2.2 Engagement with Stakeholders / 2.5 CORINTH PIPEWORKS'
Response
2.2 Engagement with Stakeholders / 2.4 Open Dialogue with
Stakeholders from Local Community / 8.1 Dialogue with the Local
Community / The process for deﬁning the stakeholder groups
(categorization and prioritization) is being reviewed every year
by the Corporate Responsibility Team of CPW
2.2 Engagement with Stakeholders / 2.4 Open Dialogue with
Stakeholders from Local Community / 2.5 CORINTH PIPEWORKS'
Response / 8.1 Dialogue with the Local Community
2.4 Open Dialogue with Stakeholders from Local Community / 2.5
CORINTH PIPEWORKS' Response / 8.1 Dialogue with the Local
Community
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10. GRI Indicators Table

Performance Indicators
Economic Performance Indicators
Description
Disclosure on Management Approach

Materiality

EC1

Direct economic value generated and distributed

high

EC2

Financial implications and other risks and opportunities
for the organization’s activities due to climate change

low

EC3

Coverage of the organization’s deﬁned beneﬁt plan
obligations
Signiﬁcant ﬁnancial assistance received from government

EC4

medium

EC5

Range of ratios of standard entry level wage by gender
compared to local minimum wage at signiﬁcant
locations of operation

medium

EC6

Policy, practices, and proportion of spending on
locally-based suppliers at signiﬁcant locations
of operation
Procedures for local hiring and proportion of senior
management hired from the local community
at locations of signiﬁcant operation
Development and impact of infrastructure
investments and services provided primarily
for public beneﬁt through commercial, in kind,
or pro bono engagement
Understanding and describing signiﬁcant indirect
economic impacts, including the extent of impacts

medium

The Company did not receive any ﬁnancial assistance from
the government
The Company observes and applies the national, collective
profession-related labour agreements (National General
Collective Agreement). In CORINTH PIPEWORKS all (100%)
employees receive remuneration higher than the one
determined by the National General Collective Agreement,
as also as the sector-related agreement that applies in each
case. / 5.3 § Equal Opportunities
4.6 § Support of Local Suppliers / Society § 2011 at a glance

medium

5.2 Human Resources Data / Society § Overview of 2011

medium

8.2 Action Programme to Support Local Community / 8.3
Employee Volunteer Actions for Society

medium

2.2 Engagement with Stakeholders / 2.4 Open Dialogue
with Stakeholders from Local Community / 2.5 CORINTH
PIPEWORKS' Response / 3.1 Key Financial Figures / 3.5
Key Impact and Opportunities / 4.6 § Support of Local
Suppliers / 5.5 Training / 8.1 Dialogue with the Local
Community

Materiality

high
high

Notes / Section
Introduction of Environment Chapter / 7.1 Environmental
Expenditures and Investments / 7.2 Environmental
Management System / 7.3 Environmental Issues at
CORINTH PIPEWORKS
4.6 Procurement Management / 7.3 § Raw Materials
7.3 § Raw Materials

high
high
high

7.3 § Use of Energy
7.3 § Use of Energy
7.3 § Use of Energy

EC7
EC8

EC9

Environmental Performance Indicators
Description
Disclosure on Management Approach

ΕN1
ΕN2
ΕN3
ΕN4
ΕN5
ΕΝ6

Materials used by weight or volume
Percentage of materials used that are recycled input
materials
Direct energy consumption by primary energy source
Indirect energy consumption by primary source
Energy saved due to conservation and eﬃciency
improvements
Initiatives to provide energy-eﬃcient or renewable
energy based products and services

medium

Notes / Section
Introduction of Economic Development and Corporate
Governance Chapter / 3.1 Key Financial Figures / 4.6 §
Support of Local Suppliers / 5.3 § Additional Beneﬁts /
Introduction of Society Chapter
3.1 Key Financial Figures / Society § Overview of 2011/
9 § Key Corporate Responsibility Performance
Indicators
No signiﬁcant Financial implications on the business
activities of the Company have been identiﬁed or other
risks and opportunities for the organization’s activities due
to climate change / 3.4 Risk Management / 3.5 Key Impact
and Opportunities
5.3 § Additional Beneﬁts

medium

Not Applicable: Company’s products do not consume any
energy
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Description
ΕN7 Initiatives to reduce indirect energy consumptions
and reductions achieved
ΕN8 Total water withdrawal by source
ΕN9 Water sources signiﬁcantly aﬀected by withdrawal
of water

Materiality
high

ΕN10 Percentage and total volume of water recycled and reused
ΕN11 Location and size of land owned, leased, managed in,
or adjacent to, protected areas and areas of high
biodiversity value outside protected areas
ΕN12 Description of signiﬁcant impacts of activities, products,
and services on biodiversity in protected areas and
areas of high biodiversity value outside protected areas
ΕN13 Habitats protected or restored

high
medium
medium
high

7.3 § Use of Water
The company does not operate in protected areas with
wetlands and no water is withdrawn from surface waters
(e.g. rivers, lakes)
7.3 § Use of Water
7.3 § Biodiversity

medium

7.3 § Biodiversity

low

ΕN14 Strategies, current actions, and future plans
for managing impacts on biodiversity

low

ΕN15 Number of IUCN Red List species and national
conservation list species with habitats in areas
aﬀected by operations, by level of extinction risk
ΕN16 Total direct and indirect greenhouse gas emissions
by weight
ΕN17 Other relevant indirect greenhouse gas emissions
by weight
ΕN18 Initiatives to reduce greenhouse gas emissions by weight
EN19 Emissions of ozone-depleting substances by weight
ΕN20 NOx, SOx, and other signiﬁcant air emissions
tby type and weigh
ΕN21 Total water discharge by quality and destination
ΕN22 Total weight of waste by type and disposal method
ΕN23 Total number and volume of signiﬁcant spills
ΕN24 Weight of transported, imported, exported, or treated
waste deemed hazardous under the terms of the Basel
Convention Annex I, II, III, and VIII, and percentage
of transported waste shipped internationally
ΕN25 Identity, size, protected status, and biodiversity value
of water bodies and related habitats signiﬁcantly
aﬀected by the reporting organization’s discharges
of water and runoﬀ
ΕN26 Initiatives to mitigate environmental impacts of products
and services, and extent of impact mitigation
ΕN27 Percentage of products sold and their packaging
materials that are reclaimed by category

low

ΕN28 Monetary value of signiﬁcant ﬁnes and total number
of non-monetary sanctions for non compliance
with environmental laws and regulations
ΕN29 Signiﬁcant environmental impacts of transporting
products and other goods and materials
ΕN30 Total environmental protection expenditures
and investments by type

high
medium

LA2

Total workforce by employment type, employment
contract, and region, broken down by gender
Total number and rate of new employee hires and
employee turnover by age group, gender, and region

Apart from the tree planting activities no other habitat
restoration plan has been developed.
There has been no negative impact on biodiversity, since
the Company does not operate in or adjacent to protected
areas
There has been no negative impact on IUCN Red List
species and national conservation list species, since the
Company does not operate in such areas
7.3 § Climate Change
N/A

high
low
high

7.3 § Climate Change
N/A
P. 68 Air Emissions

high
high
medium
high

7.3 § Waste
7.3 § Waste
There were no spills
7.3 § Waste

high

medium
medium
high
medium
high

Labor Practices and Descent Work Performance Indicators
Description
Materiality
Disclosure on Management Approach

LA1

Notes / Section
7.3 § Use of Energy

high
high

There have been no water discharges in protected areas There has been no negative impact on biodiversity, since
no operations in, or adjacent to, protected areas have been
performed
7.2 Environmental Management System / 7.3
Environmental Issues at CORINTH PIPEWORKS
No packaging materials are being reclaimed. Packaging
materials that are used are mainly consumables (hoops,
binding rope, etc.)
No ﬁnes
7.3 § Transportation
7.1 Environmental Expenditures and Investments

Notes / Section
Introduction of Human Resources Chapter / 5.1 Human
Resources Policy / 5.2 Human Resources Data / 5.3
Responsible Employment Practices / 5.3 § Collective Labour
Agreements / 5.3 § Additional Beneﬁts / 5.4 Employee
Evaluation / 5.5 Training / Introduction of Occupational
Health and Safety Chapter / 6.2 Occupational Health and
Safety Management System / 6.4 Monitoring Performance
in Occupational Health and Safety
5.2 Human Resources Data / 5.3 § Collective Labour
Agreements
5.2 Human Resources Data
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Description
LA3 Beneﬁts provided to full-time employees that
are not provided to temporary or part-time employees
by signiﬁcant locations of operations
LA15 Return to work and retention rates after
parental leave, by gender

LA4
LA5
LA6

LA7
LA8

LA9

Percentage of employees covered by collective
bargaining agreements
Minimum notice period(s) regarding signiﬁcant
operational changes, including whether it is
speciﬁed in collective agreements
Percentage of total workforce represented in formal
joint management–worker health and safety
committees that help monitor and advise on
occupational health and safety programs
Rates of injury, occupational diseases, lost days,
and absenteeism, and number of work related
fatalities by region and by gender
Education, training, counseling, prevention, and
risk-control programs in place to assist workforce
members, their families, or community members
regarding serious diseases
Health and safety topics covered in formal agreements
with trade unions

LA10 Average hours of training per year per employee
by gender, and by employee category
LA11 Programs for skills management and lifelong learning
that support the continued employability of employees
and assist them in managing career endings
LA12 Percentage of employees receiving regular performance
and career development reviews, by gender
LA13 Composition of governance bodies and breakdown
of employees per employee category according to gender,
age group, minority group membership,
and other indicators of diversity
LA14 Ratio of basic salary and remuneration of women
to men by employee category, by signiﬁcant
locations of operation
Human Rights Performance Indicators
Description
Disclosure on Management Approach
HR1

HR2

Percentage and total number of signiﬁcant
investment agreements and contracts that include
clauses incorporating human rights concerns,
or that have undergone human rights screening
Percentage of signiﬁcant suppliers contractors,
and other business partners that have undergone
human rights screening, and actions taken

Materiality
low
medium

high

Notes / Section
5.3 § Additional Beneﬁts
The Company provides parental leaves to all employees
who already have child or are about to have one. In 2011,
2 female employees took the parental leave they were
entitled to. Any employee who receives a parental leave
shall resume his/her work in the Company 12 months after
the leave’s starting date. All employees which receive such
a leave continue working in the Company 12 months after
they take this leave.5.3 § Additional Beneﬁts
5.3 § Collective Labour Agreements

medium

Employees are informed by the intranet

medium

There is a Health and Safety Council where all production
executives participate (Directors, Supervisonrs, Engineers).
This Council reports directly to the BoD on relevant issues
that may aﬀect the employees. / 6.2 Occupational Health
and Safety Management System
6.4 Monitoring Performance in Occupational Health and

high
Safety
low

medium

5.3 § Additional Beneﬁts

medium

2.2 Corporate Governance / 6.2 Occupational Health and
Safety Management System / 6.4 Monitoring Performance
in Occupational Health and Safety
5.5 Training

medium

5.5 Training

medium

5.4 Employee Performance Evaluation

low

3.2 Corporate Governance / 5.2 Human Resources Data /
5.3 § Equal Opportunities

low

5.3 § Equal Opportunities

Materiality

low

low

Notes / Section
Introduction of Human Resources Chapter / 5.2 Human
Resources Data / 5.3 Responsible Employment
Practices
Not applicable to the Company’s activities

Necessary condition for cooperating with a contractor is
that all employees that will be occupied in CORINTH
PIPEWORKS facilities will be insured in accordance with the
provisions of the law. / 4.6 § Suppliers evaluation
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Description
Materiality
low
HR3 Total hours of employee training on policies
and procedures concerning aspects of human rights
that are relevant to operations, including
the percentage of employees trained
HR4 Total number of incidents of discrimination and
medium
corrective actions taken
medium
HR5 Operations and signiﬁcant suppliers identiﬁed in
which the right to exercise freedom of association
and collective bargaining may be violated or at
signiﬁcant risk, and actions taken to support these rights
medium
HR6 Child labor
HR7 Forced and compulsory labor
medium
HR8 Percentage of security personnel trained in the
low
organization’s policies or procedures concerning
aspects of human rights that are relevant to operations
HR9 Total number of incidents of violations involving
low
rights of indigenous people
HR10 Percentage and total number of operations that have
low
been subject to human rights reviews and/or
impact assessments
HR11 Number of grievances related to human rights ﬁled,
addressed and resolved through formal grievance
mechanisms
Society Performance Indicators
Description
Disclosure on Management Approach

SO1

Percentage of operations with implemented local
community engagement, impact assessments,
and development programs

SO9

Operations with signiﬁcant potential or actual
negative impacts on local communities
SO10 Prevention and mitigation measures implemented
in operations with signiﬁcant potential or actual
negative impacts on local communities
SO2 Percentage and total number of business units
analyzed for risks related to corruption
SO3 Percentage of employees trained in organization’s
anti-corruption policies and procedures
SO4
SO5
SO6

SO7

SO8

Actions taken in response to incidents
of corruption
Public policy positions and participation in public
policy development and lobbying
Total value of ﬁnancial and in-kind contributions
to political parties, politicians, and related
institutions by country
Total number of legal actions for anticompetitive
behavior, anti-trust, and monopoly practices
and their outcomes
Monetary value of signiﬁcant ﬁnes and total number
of non-monetary sanctions for non compliance
with laws and regulations

low

Materiality

medium

high
high

high

Notes / Section
No such training was organized in 2011. The Company has
planned to organize a training course on human rights
issues in 2012
No incident / 5.3 § Equal Opportunities
The Company respects the law and acts in accordance with
the relevant legislation. / 5.3. § Internal communication
5.3 § Equal Opportunities
5.3 § Equal Opportunities
No such training was organized in 2011 but the company
targets to organize it in 2012
No incident of human rights violation of local people has
been reported or recorded to date
No risk of human rights violations on the part of the
Company has been identiﬁed . Therefore, it was not
deemed necessary the elaboration of a relevant specialized
study
There have been no complaints regarding the violation of
human rights. It is considered that there is no such risk on
the part of the Company. Therefore, the development of a
relevant mechanism was not deemed necessary

Notes / Section
2.4 Open Dialogue with Stakeholders from Local
Community / Introduction of Environment Chapter / 7.1
Environmental Expenditures and Investments / 7.2
Environmental Management System / 7.3 § Waste /
Introduction of Society Chapter / 8.1 Dialogue with the
Local Community / 8.2 Action Programme to Support
Local Community / 8.3 Employee Volunteer Actions for
Society
2.4 Open Dialogue with Stakeholders from Local
Community / 8.2 Action Programme to Support Local
Community / 8.3 Employee Volunteering
for the Society
8.2 Action Programme to Support Local Community / 8.3
Employee Volunteer Actions for Society
7.1 Environmental Expenditures and Investments / 7.2
Environmental Management System / 7.3 § Waste

high

All business units are being systematically audited. There
have been no incidents of corruption
In 2010 a training seminar for corruption issues was
organized for Company’s executives. In 2011 no such
training was organized
There have been no incidents of corruption

high

1.4 Participation in Networks

high

The Company does not provide any ﬁnancial or in-kind
support to politicians and/or political parties

high

There were no legal actions in 2011

high

There were no incidents of non compliance in 2011

high
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10. GRI Indicators Table

Product Responsibility Performance Indicators
Description
Materiality
Disclosure on Management Approach
PR1
PR2

PR3

PR4
PR5
PR6
PR7

PR8
PR9

Life cycle stages in which health and safety
impacts of products and services are assessed
for improvement
Total number of incidents of non-compliance with
regulations and voluntary codes concerning health
and safety impacts of products and services during
their life cycle, by type of outcomes
Type of product and service information required by
procedures, and percentage of signiﬁcant products
and services subject to such information requirements
Total number of incidents of non-compliance with
regulations and voluntary codes concerning product
and service information and labeling, by type of outcomes
Practices related to customer satisfaction, including
results of surveys measuring customer satisfaction
Programs for adherence to laws, standards, and
voluntary codes related to marketing communications,
including advertising, promotion, and sponsorship
Total number of incidents of non-compliance with
regulations and voluntary codes concerning marketing
communications, including advertising, promotion,
and sponsorship by type of outcomes
Total number of substantiated complaints regarding
breaches of customer privacy and losses of customer data
Monetary value of signiﬁcant ﬁnes for non compliance
with laws and regulations concerning the provision
and use of products and services

high

Notes / Section
Introduction of Marketplace Chapter / 4.3 Product Quality
- Certiﬁcations / 4.3 § Information with Responsibility / 4.5
Managing Customer Relations
4.3 § Concern for Health and Safety

high

There were no incidents of non compliance

high

All products are accompanied with all necessary
documents, signs and labels deﬁned by law and/or
regulations. / 4.3 Product Quality - Certiﬁcations / 4.3 §
Information with Responsibility
There were no such incidents of non compliance

medium
high

4.5 Managing Customer Relations

medium

4.3 § Information with Responsibility

medium

There were no such incidents of non compliance

high

There were no such complaints

high

There were no incidents of non-compliance

The photographs used for this Report are from shots taken by the photographer Spyros Charaktinos as well as by
Loukas Katselis, Christina Kiousi, Byron Nikolopoulos, Christos Panagiotakis and Alexandros Fafoutis.
The paper used for this Report has been produced from FSC sustainable management forests and plantations and
contains 60% pulp from recycled paper.
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Global Compact – GRI Indicators Cross-Reference Table
The table below provides cross reference between the GRI indicators covered by CORINTH PIPEWORKS in this
Report and the related Global Compact principles.

Areas

Principles

GRI G3.1 Indicators

Human Rights

Principle 1: Businesses should support and respect the protection
of internationally proclaimed human rights; and
Principle 2: make sure that they are not complicit
in human rights abuses
Principle 3: Businesses should uphold the freedom
of association and the eﬀective recognition of the right
to collective bargaining;
Principle 4: the elimination of all forms of forced
and compulsory labour;
Principle 5: the eﬀective abolition of child labour; and
Principle 6: the elimination of discrimination in respect
of employment and occupation
Principle 7: Businesses should support a precautionary
approach to environmental challenges;
Principle 8: undertake initiatives to promote greater
environmental responsibility; and
Principle 9: encourage the development and diﬀusion
of environmentally friendly technologies
Principle 10: Businesses should work against corruption
in all its forms, including extortion and bribery.

EC5, LA4, LA6-9, LA13, LA14,
HR1-11, SO5, PR1, PR2, PR8
HR1-11, SO5

Labour

Environment

Anti-Corruption

Application Level of GRI Indicators in this Report
In this Corporate Responsibility
and Sustainable Development
Report, CORINTH PIPEWORKS
has addressed all necessary
disclosures required for level B of
the GRI-G3 Guidelines. With the
aim of increasing the level of
accountability and transparency,
CORINTH
PIPEWORKS
has
assigned an external verification
body to evaluate the application
level of GRI guidelines. The
statement by the independent
verification body follows.

LA4, LA5, HR1-3, HR5, SO5

HR1-3, HR7, SO5
HR1-3, HR6, SO5
EC7, LA2, LA13, LA14, LA15,
HR1-4, SO5
EC2, EN18, EN26, EN30, SO5
EN1-30, SO5, PR3, PR4
EN2, EN5-7, EN10, EN18,
EN26, EN27, EN30, SO5
SO2-6
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Correlation Table for Oil and Gas Industry Guidance on Voluntary Sustainability
Reporting – GRI G3.1
The table below presents the correlation between the GRI-G3.1 indicators disclosed in this report and related
indicators in the Oil and gas industry guidance on voluntary sustainability reporting. The specific handbook is
the result of a collaboration by IPIECA (Global Oil and Gas Industry Association for Environmental and Social
Issues), API (American Petroleum Institute) and OGP (International Association of Oil and Gas Producers).

Issue Areas
Environment

Health & Safety

Human Resources, Society, Economy

Oil and Gas Industry Guidance
on Voluntary Sustainability Reporting Indicators
Ε1
Ε2
Ε3
Ε4
Ε5
Ε6
Ε7
Ε8
Ε9
Ε10
HS1
HS2
HS3
HS4
SE1
SE2
SE3
SE4
SE5
SE6
SE7
SE8
SE9
SE10
SE11
SE12
SE13
SE14
SE15
SE16
SE17
SE18

GRI G3.1 Indicators
ΕΝ16, ΕΝ17, ΕΝ18
ΕΝ3, ΕΝ4, ΕΝ5, ΕΝ7
ΕΝ6
ΕΝ16
ΕΝ11, ΕΝ12, ΕΝ13, ΕΝ14
ΕΝ8, ΕΝ9, ΕΝ10
ΕΝ19, ΕΝ20
ΕΝ23
ΕΝ21
ΕΝ22
LA6
LA8
LA7
PR1, PR2, PR3, PR4, PR6
SO1
SO1
SO1
EC1, EC8, SO1
EC6, EC7, SO1
EC7, EC9
EC6
HR1, HR3
HR2
HR8
SO2, SO3, SO4
SO2
EC1
SO5, SO6
LA13
LA6, LA9
LA10, LA11, LA12
HR4
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11. Statement on the Level Check

The certification body TÜV HELLAS, has been assigned by the management of
CORINTH PIPEWORKS S.A., to conduct the Level Check, according to the GRI G3.1
Guidelines Sustainability Reporting, referring to the Corporate Social Responsibility
Report of CORINTH PIPEWORKS S.A. for 2011.
The Level Check was conducted based on the corresponding correlation table of GRI
Indicators stated by CORINTH PIPEWORKS S.A. in its Corporate Social Responsibility
Report, in order to confirm the company’s compliance to the requirements of the GRI
G3.1 for B Level.
The Level Check conducted, does not represent TÜV HELLAS opinion related to the quality of Corporate Social
Responsibility Report and its contents.
The Level Check conducted by TÜV HELLAS, according to the Guidelines of the GRI’s Sustainability Reporting,
verifies the compliance of the CORINTH PIPEWORKS S.A Corporate Social Responsibility Report for 2011 to the
requirements of the GRI’s G3.1 for B Level.
For TÜV HELLAS

Athens, 11/06/2012
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12. Feedback Form

CORINTH PIPEWORKS always strives to maintain an open, transparent and two-way dialogue with those interested in its activities.
You are welcome to express any issues or concerns you may have identified in your association with CORINTH PIPEWORKS by
completing and sending in the questionnaire below, or to actively participate in our eﬀorts to improve our performance and the
Company's annual Corporate Responsibility and Sustainable Development Report:
Which CORINTH PIPEWORKS stakeholder group do you belong to?
Employee
Local Community
Shareholder/Investor
Supplier
Customer
Non-governmental Organisation

State/Institutional Body
Media
Other:

Please evaluate the content and quality of this report on the basis of the following criteria:
Needs
CRITERIA / FEATURES

Excellent

Very Good

Satisfactory

Improvement

Inclusion of key topics regarding
the Company’s operations
Data comparability
Data transparency
Balance between sections
Corporate Responsibility Targets
Actions by area of Corporate Responsibility
References to international standards and systems
Ability to find information of interest to you
Visual illustrations
Which of the following sections of the report were most useful and important in addressing the information that
interests you with regard to CORINTH PIPEWORKS?
REPORT SECTIONS

Very Useful

Needs Improvement

Message from Senior Management
Company Profile
Economic Development & Corporate Governance
Marketplace
Human Resources
Occupational Health and Safety
Environment
Society
GRI Indicators Table
In your opinion, did CORINTH PIPEWORKS' Corporate Responsibility Report include suﬃcient information to enable
you to gain an overall picture of its actions?
Yes
No
Needs Improvement

Is there any information or data about the Company that you looked for but could not find in this report?

CONTINUE »»»
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Please describe the main issues or concerns you have identified in your dealings with the Company which you would like
to communicate to us.

What actions would you suggest the Company undertake to respond to your concerns?

Personal Information (optional):
Full Name: ______________________________________________________________________________________________
Company / Organisation:_____________________ Address:____________________________________________________
___________________________________________Tel./Fax: ______________________ E-mail: ______________________

Please return this form by post to:
CORINTH PIPEWORKS S.A.
Sofia Mylothridou, Corporate Responsibility Manager
33 Amaroussiou-Halandriou Str., 15125 Maroussi, Athens, Greece
Tel.: +30 210 6787534, +30 6974 402082
E-mail: info@cpw.vionet.gr, Website: www.cpw.gr

All data collected from this feedback form will be used exclusively for internal evaluation by the competent CORINTH
PIPEWORKS Marketing Department (on Corporate Responsibility issues). All personal data will be protected as
required by law.

